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Editor’s Note: For the past two years, I have had the immense pleasure of working with

Professor Alice Goode-Elman on Lilith, and this past year, as Editor. When I started at Suffolk,
I picked up an issue of Lilith with a passing interest, but the stories I found immediately resonated
with me. I was raised, alongside my two sisters, by a single mother; watching her fight to create
a home for us lit a passion for women’s rights within me. I’m honored to facilitate a magazine
where people from all walks of life can share their stories, learn about themselves, and find
strength in writing and art, especially regarding issues like gender, sexuality, and identity. I
would like to thank all the people who have had the strength and bravery to send in their
work, and hope that if my fellow students take anything from this magazine, it is the realization
that they are not alone in their struggles.

Advisor’s Note:

Special thanks to: Art Dept. Chair Matthew Gehring for his art
photos of student work, Faye Lourenso of the Graphic Design program and colleagues in
Women’s Studies and the English department who encourage their students to submit work
to Lilith. Thanks to the wonderful art students who share their work on these pages, and
to the SCCC students who think critically about the ways gender shapes their experience
and continue to write with courage and candor.

Who was Lilith?

According to Hebrew mythology she was the first woman God

created as Adam’s equal and she rebelled when Adam compelled her obedience by force: “Why
must I lie beneath you?’ she asked. “I also was made from dust, and am therefore your equal.”
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The Cultural and Personal Impact of Feminism
According to the Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy, feminism is both an intellectual
commitment and a
political movement
that seeks justice
for women and the
end of sexism in
all forms. From the
knowledge I have
acquired
over
the years and
the
education
and experiences I
have encountered, I
think that feminism is
a diverse variety of
ideas and movements
in reference to women’s
rights and societal
changes in equality for
Daniel Danato
women, which include women’s
suffrage, feminism, women’s property rights, equal
opportunity when it comes to work and salary,
the military and education. It is also related
to the fight in our intercultural society for the
recognition of women as an integral part of
the community, and that they are a force to be
reckoned with.
The hard work and dedication of the women’s
movement from mid-nineteenth century ‘first wave’
through the 1960s and 1970s ‘second and third
waves’, led to historically life-altering events in
the empowerment of women. Even though women
continue to fight for their equality, in a variety of
other disciplines, to date, feminism has positively
brought about changes in their roles in society.
Women have the right to vote, the right to work
outside the home, to receive higher education
and to receive equal pay for equal work. They
can now hold political office, pursue a career of
their choice, participate in sports, enter into legal
and financial transactions, as well as study issues
pertaining to women’s lives and experiences.
Feminism has allowed women to fight for their
rights including being free from sexual harassment
at work or abuse from their husbands at home.
One hundred years ago all these changes were
just but an impossible dream for women. Despite
all these changes women cannot fully enjoy their
empowerment by not having complete access to
contraceptives as well as having safe and legal
abortion, hence the battle is ongoing. Feminism
enabled the fight to end androcentrism, and

also opened the door to women’s studies and
its establishment as a discipline. As far as the
‘personal ‘was concerned, women in the United
States women’s movement asked questions about
cultural meanings of being a woman and their
experiences became an integral part of the
discipline. Through consciousness-raising groups,
women met and discussed their problems, to
the realization that they were not alone. Today,
women occupy about half of the workforce.
I realize how I have always been a feminist,
considering my own experiences. The women’s
movement has directly affected my life quite
positively in the sense that I am able to execute
the same type of jobs as men, as well as earn the
same salary. I grew up in Southern Africa, where
performing the same jobs as men was taboo and
even wearing trousers was unheard of for a woman.
That was something that I watched on TV or in
the movies. When the time came for me to attend
college, I was expected to choose a feminine job
such as nursing or teaching or cookery, but I was
kind of rebellious and disagreed with that notion.
Therefore, I studied Mechanical Engineering, and
became a precision machinist. I machined motor
engine cylinders, starters and crankshafts; I also
worked at a phosphate mining company where,
in my early twenties, I supervised a group of older
men, while fixing underground borehole pumps.
Initially, they would not respect me or take me
seriously at all; I had to prove to them now and
again on how effective my education, despite
being a woman, was in assisting them to perform
their jobs successfully. The Women’s Movement
opened up a variety of doors for women such
as myself, i.e., from getting an education, to the
recognition of women’s rights such as attaining
leadership roles, be it politically, economically, in
the battlefield or in other disciplines, as well as
on a global level.
The movement also enabled me as a feminist
woman to possess voting rights, to serve on juries
and to be treated equally with men, in areas such
as better working conditions, of which I proudly
enjoy today. I am a better ‘minority’ and ‘black’
woman than my mother would have claimed years
ago, or when she was my age. My mother was not
educated and was always a housewife, but she
tells me that she is proud of me that I managed
to “claim an education” unlike her. I feel liberated
in my ongoing troubles with racism and ethnicity,
knowing that there are women’s studies that
educate and empower women such as myself. I
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am an independent, responsible, strong, focused,
unstoppable and determined woman. Feminism
has redressed the empowerment of women and
given me confidence I did not previously possess,
besides, not all men are still living in the patriarchal
world but many are beginning to embrace
women as capable beings. Women activists and
feminists have indeed motivated women from all
walks of life. Due to feminism, I am fully aware and
conscious of diversity, in addition to advocacy
on domestic violence, health insurance and care,
gender and class, and birth control. In lieu of the
achievements already attained, there is a huge
need for the empowerment of minority women,
especially women of color. These important issues
need to be addressed constantly to bring about
change in women’s lives with a special focus
on the poor and minority groups. On the other
hand, the Media and Entertainment industry are
big supporters of the empowerment of women
but they indirectly degrade women, which still
spells ‘patriarchal society’. The media sends
wrong messages to women in general, and also
to young people who grow up thinking beauty
is the ‘ideal body’. This notion also leads to
bullying and suicides, especially among young
people, who may think that they do not ‘fit in’ with
their peers. As a result of wrong media portrayal,
the views that are perceived by women and
young people are drastically affected. Social
norms indicate how bodies work as sites of

identity, self-expression and performance. If
better policies that regulated the media on such
matters as ‘beauty’ were in place, a lot of lives
would be saved, and more people would have
higher self-esteem and confidence. As much as
the ‘ideal body’ is a business boomer for the
commercial world, feminists need to identify more
effective ways to promote bodily integrity. I
believe that feminist’s fight
today and as advocates for
women’s rights and equality,
will continue to liberate
the future generation.
It’s encouraging and
comforting
when
legislation such as The
VAWA (The Violence
Against Women Act)
1994 is passed, and
continues to be modified
and renewed. This kind
of achievement brings
about changes that
increase women’s status
in society and in higher
education. According to Daniel Danato
Llyse Hogue, as evidenced
by reports, gender-based violence dropped
a remarkable 64% from 1993 to 2010 an
equivalency of 2.1 million reported cases to
dropping to 907,000 reported cases.
-Siliviya Jackson

You Reap What You Sow
I sat quietly on my bed, holding a bag of frozen
peas against my right eye, fighting the urge to
sob. At 21 years old, I found myself sharing a
3-bedroom, 8-floor walk-up with seven perfect
strangers. I was a 10-hour plane ride from home
in a city known mostly for ruthless drug dealers,
addicts, cheap apartments, and even cheaper
whores.
In many former-Soviet-Union countries, residential
buildings are made entirely of cement. Sometimes
landlords would put down some linoleum on the
kitchen floor and industrial carpeting in the living
room. But for the most part, waking up on the
floor of your apartment after someone’s beaten
the hell out of you isn’t all that pleasant.
Everyone says it’s the dirty words you remember
when first learning a new language—the swears
and the slurs. I learned the name of my bus stop
and the invaluable lesson of speaking only when

spoken to —particularly when in the company of
men.
To his credit, my roommate never actually
punched me in the face. He tried to kick me, and
I grabbed his foot. “What the fuck is wrong with
you? Don’t touch me!” I screamed. He regained his
footing and flew at me, shoving me against the
wall. I jammed the heels of my hand into his chest,
and pushed against him, but he lunged forward,
grabbed me, and threw me to the ground. “Cyка,”
(bitch) he spat. The next thing I remember was
opening my eyes and tasting blood.
In the days that followed, there was a quiet
sense of unease in the apartment. The general
consensus was established: such a violent
outburst was inappropriate, but a woman should
know better than to challenge the authority of
a man. I was the American though, too arrogant
and too stupid to know what my misstep could
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trigger. For that, I had their pity. I couldn’t help but she’s been shamed and threatened into silence
think that if I had kept my mouth shut, everything by her abuser. Our culture places so much of the
would have been fine. Or maybe even if I’d onus on women to prevent their own attacks that
just let him kick me instead of trying to defend we end up sending the message to victims that
myself—things wouldn’t have gotten so out of they are somehow responsible for what was done
hand. After all, this wasn’t the first time I’d been on to them. It’s the epitome of twisted logic and it
the receiving end of violence—made to believe affects us more than we realize.
I’d done something to deserve it—something so
When 1 in 5 women will be the victim of either
shameful that by anyone else’s standards, I must domestic abuse or sexual violence in her lifetime,
have been setting myself up for the backlash. we have to wonder just why these issues have
Such was my thinking, anyway.
gone largely overlooked. If 20% of all women
One of my earliest childhood memories is of my were walking around with black eyes and slings
rape. I remember the details of it as though it were around their shoulders we’d certainly take notice,
a movie I’d watched just
wouldn’t we? Maybe. Or
yesterday. It wasn’t long I jammed the heels of my hand into maybe we’d just write it off,
after my fourth birthday, his chest, and pushed against him, but because “It’s really none
and I was told to keep he lunged forward, grabbed me, and of our business, anyway.”
my mouth shut, or I’d be threw me to the ground. “Cyka,” (bitch) When I think about how
in serious trouble. I hung he spat. The next thing I remember was often I hear people justify
onto this secret for 17
inaction with that phrase, I
opening my eyes and tasting blood. can’t help but wonder just
years. I was too ashamed
to talk about it-still feeling as though I’d done whose “business” it is. If it’s not our responsibility
something to deserve it.
to ask the tough questions when we suspect
“Ты ответишь за всё.” Loosely translated, it a loved one might not be safe, then whose
means “you will answer for everything,” or “you responsibility is it? If it’s not our job to speak
reap what you sow.” I tossed this term into the out against victim-blaming, whose job is it? When
argument precipitating the brawl. Looking back, this kind of violence is so rampant, can we really
I see the irony of these words, juxtaposed with my afford to wait for someone else to come along
subsequent feelings of guilt and accountability. with the courage to do what makes the rest of us
I was assaulted during a verbal spat with a feel just the slightest bit uncomfortable?
roommate. He put his hands on me out of anger,
Whenever I encounter such an attitude of
and I felt every bit as deserving of it as I did complacency, I’m reminded of the poem penned
when I had been raped.
by Martin Niemölller in the aftermath of the
There’s a quote from Steven Chbosky’s novel Holocaust and World War II:
The Perks of Being A Wallflower, “we accept the
First they came for the socialists,
love we think we deserve.” I think the same logic
and I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a socialist.
can be applied to most things in life. We accept
Then they came for the trade unionists,
what we think we deserve, be it accolades,
and I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a trade unionist.
abuse, labels, or even culpability. For so long, I
Then they came for the Jews,
shouldered the responsibility of what happened
and I didn’t speak out because I wasnt a Jew.
to me, because I felt I deserved it. Now I see just
Then they came for me,
how destructive that outlook can be.
and there was no one left to speak for me.
Society so often perpetuates the ideology
Choosing to be a bystander, and absolving
that women are to be held (at least partly)
anyone
of their personal responsibility to exercise
accountable when men exhibit a lack of selfrestraint
are powerful decisions. And when we
control. We see it whenever a survivor of rape
examine
the
stakes, the statistics, and take stock
comes forward, and instead of support and
encouragement, her admission is met with a of the people we hold dear, can we really ignore
barrage of questions about what she could these issues? When each of us considers the
have done to prevent it. Questions like, “Why was probability of having survivors amidst us, in our
she dressed like that?”, “What was she doing out inner circles, and among our loved ones, can we
really choose not to make the world a better,
so late?”, or “Was she drinking?”
So many people fail to understand just how safer place for them? I certainly can’t. For the 4
damaging these questions can be to a survivor year old in me, and the 21 year old, I will speak
who has found the courage to speak out, after out against injustice. I will choose to be an ally.
Will you?
-Beth Aspinall

“

“
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A Heartbreaking Decision for a Mother-to-Be
I was happily married with a beautiful fouryear-old girl and a handsome one-year-old boy.
My husband had just gotten out of the Navy
a couple of months before and we started a
home in Virginia together. I was a typical stayat-home mom while my husband worked. We were
struggling, like most young families, but we were
happy and we had each other. One day we
found out we were expecting again and we
were very excited.
I spent the next two months wondering if
the baby would be healthy, would it have my
green eyes, would it look like me, my husband,
or a combination of both of us, and what
gender it would be. Then my world started
crashing down. One night I was buckled
over in pain and we went straight to
the hospital. We were there for a couple
of hours before anyone would tell us
anything; all we wanted to know was
what was happening with our baby.
The doctor finally came in and informed
us that I had been pregnant with twins, I
miscarried one of them, but the other one
was fine. It was hard to explain how I felt.
On the one hand I was devastated that I
lost a baby, but on the other hand I was still
pregnant and was happy about that. The
doctor ran a few more tests and sent me home
with an appointment to see him in a few weeks.
A few weeks later, my husband and I went to
see the doctor. He sat us in his office with the
door closed and told us he needed to discuss
something that he found in the tests. My heart
was beating out of my chest and all I could think
was “what else?” My husband held me tight while
the doctor explained that I had a tumor in my
uterus, that was why I lost the first baby, and that
if I carried to term there was a chance I could
lose my life while giving birth. It felt like my world
came crumbling down. I couldn’t breathe, or talk
all I could do was shake and cry. The doctor
said I had the choice of having an abortion. I
couldn’t wrap my head around that. Not now.
The next couple of days, my husband and I had
long talks and we became closer than ever. You
would think it would be an easy decision, but
there was nothing easy about it. My first thought
was that there was a reason why this child was
still growing inside of me, and it would be selfish
of me to terminate this pregnancy. My husband
had a very hard time with my even thinking that
this child’s life was worth more than my own. In

reality, it was selfish of me to leave my two young
children and new baby with no mother to love
them. We decided that my children needed me
and so did my husband; nothing was worth
risking my life for. If we were serious about having
another baby this wasn’t the end. There would
be other opportunities down the road. But even
though this was the right decision for our family
it was far from easy. It was a heart wrenching
decision.
We made an appointment at a clinic an hour
away. Nobody needed to know. I wasn’t ready to
discuss something so personal and controversial
with anyone. My husband and I walked in
together and he helped me fill out
the paperwork. I was shaking
so bad I couldn’t hold the
pen. When they called me in
they wouldn’t let my husband
be with me. All I could think of
was how can I go through this
without him. He was my rock. He
hugged me and said as soon
as they would let him in
he would be right there,
Tirapat
Numsinvichietchai to keep thinking about
his arms around me, and
that he loved me forever.
The nurse took me into a room and said
she was sorry but she would have to take a
sonogram to find out how far along I was. I
struggled with the decision of looking at the
picture of my baby for the last time. Would it
give me closure or would it make it too real for
me to continue to do what I needed to do for
my family? I couldn’t look at the screen. I couldn’t
look at the baby I was about to give up. I cried
that I needed my husband, but she hugged me,
which gave me a little bit of comfort, and said
I could see him after everything was done and
asked if I wanted a minute alone. That was the
last thing I wanted; if I didn’t keep going I wasn’t
going to be strong enough to go through with
it. As she led me into the next room all I could
do was stare at the floor to avoid an accusing
glance from anyone who might be able to see
the shame I felt. I sat down engulfed in my own
cloud of emotions. When I finally had the courage
to pick up my head, I realized that I wasn’t alone.
There were other women in the room, each of us
dealing with her own demons. There seemed to
be a division of how this affected the women in
the room. One group of women seemed solemn
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and it made me wonder what made them make
this difficult decision in their lives. Were they like
me? The other groups were acting like this was
just a dental cleaning that they went to every
year while they were busy laughing and talking
about what club they should go to as soon as
they were up to it. I had mixed emotions; I was
sad, confused, lonely, and mad at the same time.
In reality we were all just numbers to the doctor,
just another day at work, just another dollar in
his bank account. I was the last one to go in to
the operating room. I walked in to a cold white
room and was told to lay down while they set up
an IV. Neither the nurse nor the doctor seemed to
have any sympathy for what I was going through;
they were as cold as the room. It was so quiet I
don’t know if that made it better or worse. Then
the doctor told me to count backwards from 10
and it would all be over soon.
I woke up in the recovery room crying; the nurse
came over and asked if I was OK. Of course
I wasn’t, I just wanted my husband and to go
home. She gave me some pain medication and
said I could leave in a little while. The pain was
nothing I had ever felt before. She explained
that it was a combination of physical and
emotional pain, but it would get easier in the
next couple of days. I was finally allowed to see

my husband and he helped me into the car. I
felt dizzy and nauseous and I was still in pain,
but at that moment I became emotionally numb.
I wished I was somewhere else, anywhere else,
but in my own head. I sat in the car for a few
minutes in silence, unable to escape the reality
of what I just did. While he just held me, neither
one of us really knew what to say except that we
loved each other and we could get through this
together. No matter how much love and support
he gave, I realized this was an emotional burden
I needed to come to terms with on my own, or it
would consume me.
The next couple of months were very hard. I
cried a lot, but tried to hide it and to stay strong
for my children. I kept having dreams about a
little girl with long curly, brown hair running to me.
When I would pick her up and twirl her she would
ask “Mommy why didn’t you want me?” I would
wake up every time at that moment. It took a
long time, but I started healing emotionally. I still
have those dreams but not as often now. I guess
I haven’t completely healed, like a scar that hurts
when it rains. That is why I thought writing my
story could help me and other women who have
their own emotional burdens to reconcile on their
own terms.
-Anonymous

Facing Domestic Violence
Domestic violence continues to happen in
society and it has a devastating effect on
survivors, their families, and the community at
large. Domestic violence is not restricted to only
physical violence; it can also be psychological,
sexual, or emotional. According to Kathleen
Baird, the World Health Organization (WHO)
defines domestic violence as
“any incident of threatening
behavior, violence or abuse
(which can be psychological,
physical, financial, sexual
and emotional) between
adults who are or have been
intimate partners, or family
members regardless of gender
or sexuality. It has a lasting
and damaging effect to some
victims, and even witnesses, therefore anyone
can be affected regardless of age or gender.”
I was once a victim of spousal domestic abuse.
My ex-husband (I will call him Eric) would accuse
me of dressing provocatively, and having an
affair with my boss. He would verbally abuse me
by calling me names such as “slut” or “whore,”

and say hurtful things to put me down, hence I
ended up having a very low self-esteem for a
long time. Whenever I was late getting home from
work, he would physically abuse me, regardless of
whatever genuine reason I had for my lateness.
Sometimes, Eric would drive me to and pick
me up from work. Later, he would claim that my
boss looked at me in such
a way that suggested we
had more going on “behind
closed doors.” At some
point, I actually believed
his accusations, and even
checked how I dressed before
leaving the house. Sometimes,
I would check with him for
approval and to make him
Kevin Faivre happy. One morning, I was
about to leave for work, but Eric wouldn’t let
me go unless I changed my outfit. I refused and
defiantly went to my car where he followed me,
and dragged me back into the house, straight
to our bedroom. Eric forcibly undressed me,
threw me on the bed and he abused me both
physically and sexually. During that ordeal, he
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kept murmuring that he was teaching me a lesson
and that I should always obey his demands.
He also repeatedly said that if he dumped me
no other man would want me. I realized then that
one day I would end up in a coffin and six feet
under. I decided I had had enough. When he
finally let me go, I felt worthless; I was hurt, bruised,
and bleeding. I grabbed a bathrobe and my
cell phone to go to the bathroom and he yelled
“I had asked for that treatment and deserved
it.” While the shower was running, I called 911.
Within minutes, the police arrived and everything
moved so quickly and smoothly, I felt whole and
empowered. The police immediately made me
aware of all the resources that were available
to me, such as medical help, counseling, family
and criminal courts, emergency shelter, and that

I could call them anytime I felt unsafe. I obtained
an order of protection against Eric, and also
moved to another town. All those resources and
how knowledgeable the police and nurses were,
became an integral part of my life at that time.
Most fortunately, there were no children involved.
As far as my experience is concerned, other than
women, I strongly feel that children and young
adults need to be the focus of research and
support, as they are mostly the ones exposed to
abuse and violence in their homes. The disturbing
experiences interfere with their development
mentally and emotionally, which also affects their
relationships with others. I hope there will be more
ways that will be established in the community to
help victims of abuse and violence face and seek
professional help before it’s too late. I was lucky!
-Anonymous

Fighting Sexual Violence
Society often objectifies women to the extent forensic evidence is through the collection of
that their bodies become little more
what is referred to in the criminal
than living, breathing commodities.
justice system as a “physical evidence
The ramifications of such attitudes are
recovery kit,” “sexual evidence
far more pressing than the annoyance
collection kit,” or simply, a “rape kit.” The
of an occasional off-color remark.
process by which this kit is collected
Nowhere do we see such misguided
can often be re-traumatizing to
convictions so glaringly exemplified,
victims, as it entails an invasive 4
as we do with the politics, attitudes,
to 6 hour examination, in which the
and awareness surrounding sexual
victim is poked, prodded, scraped,
assault. Perhaps the most tangible way
swabbed, and often photographed
we see these ideologies manifested is
for the posterity of physical evidence.
in the backlog of untested rape kits.
The exam must be performed within
Every two minutes in the United
96 hours of the assault itself to yield
States, someone is sexually assaulted.
forensically viable results.
Yet the disparities among incidents
Yet for all precaution that is taken to
Cory Gardner
of rape, conviction, and actual sentencing are collect and preserve evidence from an individual
such between 3-6% of rapists serve jail time. To whose body has physically become a crime
be fair, some of these discrepancies occur due scene, there is often little to no follow-through
to instances wherein victims choose not to press with testing. According to endthebacklog.org,
charges, and according to the Department of in jurisdictions where there is no law mandating
Justice, about 54% of rapes go unreported. that all sexual assault kits be tested, whether or
However, upon further examination, we see that not a kit gets backlogged relies solely on the
when a woman decides to pursue legal action discretion of prosecutors and law enforcement. If
against her rapist, her efforts are often thwarted and when a kit is sent to a crime lab for testing,
by an overall lax attitude towards sexual it can sit untouched for months, or even years,
violence. This is a direct result of our inclination to due to lack of resources, or trained personnel.
dub matters of interpersonal violence as “taboo,” Any and all untested kits represent the backlog.
whereas other crimes are often discussed more
According to the FBI, the national arrest for
openly, without stigma.
rape is around 24%. In 2003, there was a backlog
When an individual comes forward to report of 16,000 untested rape kits in New York City.
a sexual assault, her or his statement is taken As of today, there is no backlog: rape kits are
by a law enforcement official. Should the victim processed immediately after their collection. The
choose to pursue prosecution, one of the most arrest rate for rape in New York City stands at 70%.
effective ways for law enforcement to retrieve
Yet despite the obvious benefits to eliminating
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the backlog, there are still many who stand in
opposition to policy reform—mainly because of
the fiscal responsibility it brings. According to
Chris Rose, the Deputy Director of the National
Institute of Injustice, the cost of processing a
single rape kit can be anywhere from $1000 to
$1500. However, as Sarah Tofte, the Director of
Advocacy for the Joyful Heart Foundation puts
it, “once a community commits to, and prioritizes,
testing, they can find a way to find the money.”
When we consider the societal inclination to
investigate and prosecute crime, both of the
violent and non-violent variety, our willingness
to literally shelve incidents of sexual violence
should be viewed as a glaring oversight. We don’t
hesitate to run ballistic exams on gunshot wounds
and shell casing, nor do we forego fingerprinting
robbery suspects simply because the stolen
items in question don’t hold a certain monetary
value. Often, there is more of a political push to
solve murders than rapes. While murder cases are
no less worthy of prosecutorial attention, justice
can be sought, but no verdict or sentence can
ever revive the dead. Yet a tested rape kit can
yield evidence—evidence which often brings
some semblance of closure to a rape survivor.
Why then are we so quick to overlook viable
forensic evidence?
When we examine society’s view of female
sexuality, the answer is all-at-once shocking and
abundantly clear. Society so readily commodifies
the sexuality of women, so that instead of an
integral part of one’s character, it becomes an
item, able to be bought and sold. Not unlike
an ornate candle, or a commemorative photo
album, we place female sexuality on a shelf,
only to be examined when the occasion calls
for it. However, upon consideration of our very
humanity, and the nature of sexuality to be multifaceted, complicated, and evolutionary, we
begin to see a disparity. The mere existence of
the backlog accurately mirrors these concepts.
When we physically shelve a rape kit in a storage
facility, we send a message to victims that we are
impervious to their suffering, because opening
our eyes to the pandemic of sexual violence is
fundamentally inconvenient. Therefore, we find
it advantageous to disregard the inarguable
roots of sexuality in sexual deviance.
Since its inception in 1996, New York’s DNA
Databank has been responsible for solving more
than 3300 sexual assaults. Considering the
advantages afforded us by modern technology,
it should seem remiss that we don’t seize every
opportunity to bring perpetrators to justice.
When we evaluate rates of recidivism, and the

cost to survivors who are denied the right to
stand up against the injustice perpetrated
against them, and we still choose to ignore their
chance for recourse, we sent the message that
their suffering has been in vain. Society so often
shames victims into silence. We look for reasons
to overlook rampant sexual trauma because it
often brings about uncomfortable conversations.
We seek out reasons to place the blame
squarely on the shoulders of the victim, instead
of pointing the finger at the perpetrator—or,
heaven forbid—ourselves, for fostering a culture
of silence and shame.
When our elected officials make comments that
question the validity of a woman’s accusation,
based upon her attire, her reputation, her
relationship to the accused, or even her physical
presence in a given situation, they perpetuate
the concept that a man’s decision to violate her
is largely within her control. Furthermore, when
theories that seek to debunk the legitimacy of
rape with regard to incidents of subsequent
pregnancy it sends a message to female
constituents that even the basics of the female
reproductive system are far too elusive for those
with more pressing issues to attend to. When we
imply that these crimes are somehow less worthy
of our attention, because they are sexual in
nature, we sustain the notion that certain victims
are less worthy of our efforts to advocate for
them. When 138 congressmen and 22 senators
vote to defund the Violence Against Women Act,
we uphold principles and ideologies that are
downright dangerous. And why? Because these
issues are messy. Because no one ever asks a
robbery victim if they wanted it. Because no
one asks a cancer survivor what precautions
they took to avoid getting sick. Because no one
questions the motives of a child who wears a
goofy t-shirt to school and is beaten up. But
because we find it uncomfortable to discuss
sexuality in and of itself, we are predisposed to
attitudes that sweep sexually deviant behavior
under the rug.
So how can we combat such complacency?
Perhaps the most advantageous step a single
person can take is to start with him or herself. By
changing our outlook, and educating ourselves
on the pervasiveness of sexual assault in society,
we can stand in solidarity with victims and
speak out against injustice. We can get involved
by contacting our local elected officials, and
encouraging them to support the Sexual Assault
Forensic Evidence Registry, or SAFER, Act. H.R.
6085 calls for a uniform database that will allow
both victims and federal officials to track the
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status of rape kits. The bill was introduced to
Congress in June of 2010, August of 2011, and
June of 2012, and has been rejected each time.
It has yet to be reintroduced.
Finally, when we reflect upon the progress
we’ve made in changing our outlook on issues

of domestic violence, we see that we have
truly taken great strides over the past 50-60
years. Though we’ve a ways to go, I hope to
see similar advancements in our attitude towards
sexual violence.
-Beth Aspinall

The Misandry of Missing Andrew
I met Andrew when I was volunteering as a social
media coordinator for a non-profit organization
that advocates for abuse victims.
As both an advocate for battered women,
victims of rape and child abuse, and a survivor
myself, I felt as if I knew how to properly disengage
the occasional misogynistic critic, while still
maintaining an air of professionalism. But for
all of my background knowledge and personal
experience, nothing could have prepared me for
the curveball that was Andrew.
Andrew was a survivor of domestic violence at
the hands of a female partner. Like so many
women who have survived abuse and come to
view men as “the enemy,” Andrew had begun to
think of women as untrustworthy, and had no
qualms about making that known.
A few months into my gig, I had definitely gotten
into the swing of things. The Powers That Be were
pleased with the direction things were headed,
and our followers seemed happy with the
changes brought about by my management of
our Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube accounts—
all except for Andrew. Any time I would post
a piece about a crime perpetrated against a
female, or even something as benign as how to
contact local legislators to lobby support for
the Violence Against Women Act, Andrew was
quick to post an accusatory comment about my
perceived hatred of men.
Wholly unfazed by my initial encounters with
him, I decided to ignore it, hoping he would lose
interest. However, as time went on, Andrew’s online
outbursts became more frequent. He began
berating my bosses for leaving my perceived
sexism unchecked, and accused me of cowardice
for my failure to engage him. I wondered how
he could justify berating an organization that
sought to help people in his situation. His
accusations were featured prominently on our
Facebook page for a month before I finally
confronted him with a private message.
In addressing the situation, I discovered that
the driving force behind Andrew’s outbursts
was a feeling of isolation. Andrew was lashing
out against a community of survivors, lobbyists,
and advocates because he felt as though

the nature of his story had left him displaced
among his allies. Feeling completely overlooked
by a society with no place for male survivors of
domestic violence and sexual assault, Andrew’s
righteous indignation—while misguided—served
a purpose. For all his accusations of sexism,
Andrew maintained an excellent point: while
our society has begun to evolve in its dealings
with survivors of interpersonal violence, it is still
reluctant to attempt understanding the plight of
the male survivor.
As a woman who doesn’t often share her
story with others, (mainly because of the stigma
associated with it) I was confounded by such a
grand epiphany. I had spent so long struggling
with the deeply personal transition from victim
to survivor; it never occurred to me that I’d had
an easier go of it, simply because of my gender.
While female survivors still statistically outnumber
male survivors, we’ve made great strides in our
acceptance of battered women, but we’ve yet
to create a safe space for abused men.
Andrew’s anger highlighted one of the main
symptoms of this oversight. The media’s exclusive
portrayal of females as victims sends a message
to men that their stories are best left untold. Men
are the batterers, and women are the victims.
It was never my intention to perpetuate such a
notion, but the only information available for me
to promote was largely about men victimizing
women. For all my annoyance with Andrew’s
antics, I had been missing him completely.
As a male survivor of domestic violence, Andrew
had grown tired of having his story questioned, his
masculinity challenged, and fielding accusations
of complicity. Andrew isn’t alone. According to
www.domesticviolencestatistics.org, as many as
40% of reported domestic violence incidents are
perpetrated against men.
Through my encounters with Andrew, I realized
that recognition of this unsavory statistic is a
crucial hurdle to overcome in achieving equality
for both women and men.
When we stop
perpetuating the myth that women are the only
victims of domestic violence, we take a step closer
to achieving true balance between the sexes.
-Anonymous
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Roberta A. McQueen
Class Cut-Up

Budding Poet

Suburban Myth

Sitting in the back row
long blonde hair covering
bloodshot blue eyes
licking chapped lips
staring at nothing
feeling fresh cuts
drawn across pale
flesh this morning
doing it just to see
how much it hurts

Sitcom actress cum beat poet
amber hair pulled back
under handkerchief
sans makeup
jeans ripped in the right places
traveling pants
so trendy
slamming poetry
anti-establishment
retro sixties phase
contradiction in terms
fresh idealism
sticking it to the man
careful not to push too far
signing slim poetry book
for the fans
no diva here
hoping to blend in with
the crowd who
braved wet weather to come
to the reading tonight

Have you heard this legend
about an Indian princess
who fell in love
with the wrong man?

her teacher calls home
her mom is a nurse
knows her daughter
cuts herself and ought to
wear long sleeves so
no one will know
her teacher is mandated
to take the report
and is firmly told that it’s
too much paperwork
her teacher can’t sleep
tossing and turning
such suffering such sadness
something must be done
her teacher fills out forms
in triplicate then is let go
by the next week
budget cuts you know

It might’ve worked if you chose
to ignore the black limo
waiting to whisk her away
to the next stop on her
book tour schedule
When is the next book signing?

too many cuts

Her father was tribal chief
he forbade the romance
no man was good enough
for his little girl
He caught his lovely daughter
naked in her lover’s arms
he swore the youth
would suffer a most painful death
Fresh from the evening hunt he
pointed with a maniacal grin
to the bloody scalp
tied high on his belt
The princess lost her mind
and jumped in the muddy waters
of Lake Ronkonkoma
her watery grave
If you walk along the shore
you may hear her moan
mourning her lost love
over and over
Throw a rock in the water
see if it stops the wailing
see if it stops the pain
see if it stops
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His Dad’s Shoes

Daddy Don’t Go

He got the call
early in the morning
the doctor told him
his father was gone
and suffered no more

See the little girl
holding up the hem
of her new dress
so it won’t get dirty
during her dad’s second
deployment overseas

Now he’s the man
in charge of it all
head of the house
the one you can
count on through
thick and thin
the one who makes
all the decisions
the one who knows
just what to do
He sees his dad’s shoes
by the edge of the bed
slipping them on only to
find that the shoes
are too big to fill

Clutching his hand as
he stands at attention
in his soldier’s uniform
no one has the heart
to separate them yet
Blinded by her tears
she cries out
won’t let him go why
does he have to leave
his family once again
Daddy don’t go
daddy don’t
dad eee

Daniel Donato
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A Princess with a Plan
When I was a young girl, I would dream of what
my life would be like when I grew up. I had it all
planned out: I would be swept off my feet by
Prince Charming and get married at 24. I would
have my first child at 25 and my second at 27,
or, if I was lucky, twins at 25. We would have a
big, beautiful blue house in the country, a yard
for our dog and kids to play in, and of course,
a white picket fence. I cannot pinpoint
exactly where I got this fantasy from,
but I knew this was going to be the
life I would have—and then I wokeup.
Reality: I’m 28, unmarried, with no
kids. What happened? Where is my
Prince Charming, my twins, and my blue
house with the big yard? Well, I’m starting
to think Prince Charming doesn’t exist,
and if he did, I certainly haven’t been
able to find him. I am starting to think
he only exists in Disney movies. As for
the house, I’ve had to move back in
with
my dad after a failed eight year
Brandi
Manack relationship. And how could I have my
twins without my Prince?
As I see all my friends pair off, leave for

honeymoons on faraway, exotic islands, and
pop out babies, I wonder where I went wrong.
Is there something wrong with me? Even though I
have accomplished many things in my life, I feel
as though nothing really matters until I have a
family. Where did this come from, this feeling that
my worth is based on having a husband and
children? Can’t I be valuable single and childless?
Am I still a productive member of society without
these things?
I think about my mother, whose Prince Charming
beat her for years before she left him. My mother,
who, at the age of 52, is still looking to marry a
man “that will take care of her.” My mother, who
had four children by three different fathers all
removed from her care, children that grew up in
foster care and group homes. Then there is my
father, who was married for twenty years, fifteen
of them miserable. Now the messy divorce has
been dragged on for too long, my half brother
and sister permanently scarred by the ordeal.
What happened to their fairytale?
As for the blue house, hey, I can always paint
my walls!
-Jillian Weiss

A Stigma to Carry for Many Years
Being a quiet, shy, plain girl in high school in
the 1980’s, no one would have ever thought that
I would be the one that would graduate high
school seven months pregnant. As far as anyone
knew, I was not even dating anyone. Dating was
difficult in my own high school because I had
an older brother that made it clear to any of
my male classmates that showed an interest in
me that I was “off limits”. My brother’s intentions
were good, but in reality, it was not the best
thing for me.
At the age of 16, I began working at Burger
King. I would get off the school bus and go
home to get my bicycle and ride about 5 miles to
begin work at 3:30. One day, while I was working,
I met Scott; he was part of the night crew that
came into work usually when my shift was over.
Scott and I became friends and he would come
to Burger King early and drive his car through
drive thru to surprise me. I can remember waiting
and hoping that he would come and see me. I
was four years younger, so I did not think that he
had any interest in me other than a friend. I was
wrong and eventually we started dating.
We had a lot of fun times; going to Jones Beach

at night to play shuffle board and square dance,
driving into the city to go to the Twin Towers,
going to Robert Moses beach, and playing mini
golf which was a favorite of ours. Because Scott
was driving, getting places was not an issue. I
never really told my father where I was going or
with whom. My father had his own issues because
he and my mother were going through a divorce;
therefore, I was pretty much a self-sufficient 16
year old girl.
About six months into the relationship things
were progressing faster than I would have liked
them to. I was young, was naïve, and didn’t want
Scott to look to someone else for sex, so I gave in
to his persistence. I knew that sex was not what I
wanted to do, but I did not have the self-esteem
to say “NO” and let the chips fall where they
may. If Scott didn’t want to date me anymore
because I would not have sex with him, then he
really didn’t like me for “me”. Unfortunately, I was
not mature enough to stand by my decision.
In November, when I was 17 and a senior at
high school and Scott was 21, I found out that
I was pregnant. This news was very difficult to
hear and, at that moment, I knew that my life was
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not going to be as I thought it would be and
that it was going to be changed forever. I knew
in my heart that I would never be able to have
an abortion, so I was going to be a mother at
the age of 17.
It took me over two months to tell my father.
Finally, one morning before he went to work I left
him a note on the kitchen table that I needed
to speak with him. When I was getting ready to
go to school, he entered my room and I told him
that I was pregnant and going to have a baby.
He was speechless and really had nothing to say
at that time (not a good way for him to leave
in the morning for work). After school that day,
I did not want to go home, so I went to Scott’s
house and was just going to go home to sleep.
I did not want to face my father; I guess part of
me was ashamed. My father called Scott and
said for me to come home because he wanted
to speak to me. So, we went to my house and sat
down with my father as he asked what we were
going to do. I advised him that I was going to
have the baby. My father at that point said
that I could have the baby if I wanted, but I was
not going to be a mother and live in his house.
Having heard those words, I knew that we had to
do some planning about where I was going to
live and how I was going to finish school.
I can remember walking through the halls of
my high school for the next few months with my
classmates staring and talking about me. As
far as they knew, I was never dating anyone
(Scott and I did get married in April). They were
wondering who got me pregnant. As the weeks
went by, I was showing more and more. The
stares and whispers were everywhere. Sitting at
the desk in the classroom was difficult because
my stomach barely fit. I became even quieter
in class because I did not want anyone to look
at me. I knew, for me, having the baby was the
right decision, but on the other hand, I was
embarrassed that I was in this situation. However,
I did go to school every day and dealt with all
the stares and whispers of my classmates as best
that I could. I know that if I was a guy that got

a girl pregnant the reaction from my classmates
would not have been the same.
Finally, school was ending in June. I decided
that I did not want to attend my graduation and
my parents didn’t push me to attend. I did receive
my high school diploma in the mail. Not a grand
ceremony, but I big accomplishment for me just the
same. I easily could have dropped out of school
to avoid all the stares and embarrassment, but I
knew that I needed my education to be able to
have a chance at supporting my baby.
In August, I gave birth to my daughter. Life as
I knew it did change and there were times when
I doubted my decision. Scott and I divorced
about 12 months later. We were not ready to
get married and we really didn’t know each other
very well. Here I was 18 with an infant trying to
make in on my own in the world. I did have
a job in the insurance industry, but life was a
daily struggle going to work, coming home to my
daughter and trying to make ends meet. Looking
back, I really do not know how I managed.
Going through the life events that I endured
made me the person I am today. I am proud
of the accomplishments that I achieved; I have
a good job with a global insurance brokerage,
own a house and finally in May of 2013 I should
be receiving my Associates Degree in Business
Management. I am also very proud of the
intelligent and self sufficient girl that I raised. My
daughter is now 27; she has her Master’s Degree
in Psychology and Social Work, and is married
and expecting her first baby in September of
this year. When I tell people that I am going to
be a grandmother they are surprised. I am so
excited and I cannot wait for my first grandbaby
to come into the world. When I was
raising my daughter, life had so
many struggles for me that I feel
that I did not really get to enjoy
all the stages of her growing up.
Now, I have that opportunity and
I will help my daughter and sonin-law in any way that I can.
-Anonymous

Putting Gender Discrimination into Perspective
When I came to this country I automatically
became an immigrant. With that, the idea that
I belong to a racial minority helped me to put
in perspective being from somewhere else. Soon
I realized that we, Latino men, are retrogrades
when it comes to sharing our lives with our
counterpart: Women. In Colombia, I wasn’t able

Emily
Eritokou

to point out all these rituals and conservative
thoughts because I was immersed in that culture,
but here my perspective changed. As I met new
people I encountered new cultures, and was
educated in different ways to see the world.
My countrymen are very religious, Catholicism
the most influential doctrine. Unfortunately,
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Catholicism is full of centuries of outdated beliefs
that don’t favor women, and shapes our societies
with misconceptions, undermines the essential
role a woman plays in every man’s life. Although
the United States still has ground to cover with
gender discrimination, this problem is not as bad
as other third-world countries. Men in my country
attach more stigmas to women; it is as if we all
grow up with a microchip installed in our brain
that limits our perception so that we think men
are entitled to things that women aren’t, and that
women are judged differently than men when it
comes to ethics and morality.
But one thing that seems generalized in most
parts of the world is the image of women as
sexual objects. Women have to put up with all
kinds of demands society implements, like vanity.
In Colombia, for instance, it is very common
among the young female population to get
breast implants, liposuction, Botox, and some
other cosmetic surgeries. Some of them even
dream about a promising future only if they get
those plastic surgeries done, and are willing to
sell their soul to a man who offers to pay for
those surgical expenses. The problem with this
is that women completely lose the purpose of

happiness, not only giving away their physical
sensitivity to touch on the operated areas, but
also promoting their bodies as male recreational
acquisitions. Here in the United States the story
is not very different. As we consume everything
the mass media sells us, we consciously and
subconsciously build an image of what our
women should look like. For instance those Victoria
Secret commercials that tell us that, maybe our
female partner is not trying hard enough, not
exercising enough, and maybe eating too much.
When reality is that real women, which is the big
majority of the female population, simply can’t
look like that, because they give birth to our
sons and daughters, or maybe they are too busy
studying or working hard to be someone one
day, or probably putting up with lazy husbands
that feel entitled to a pharaoh’s life.
Ultimately I have to admit that T.V. magazines,
publicity, etc., have done a good job
brainwashing us. We men can’t just stop praising
women’s exterior beauty. We glorify and flatter
any woman that looks at least close to one
of those super models. We tend to admire a
good breast implant, but overlook a dazzling
personality. Maybe it is time to change.
-Juan G. Jaramillo

Confronting Chores
Growing up I only saw my father every other
weekend and on holidays (or special occasions)
because my parents got a divorce when I
was two years old. Not having a strong male
influence all the time definitely affected the way
things went on in my house. From the time I can
remember house chores were pretty
much thrown on everyone: me, my
mother, my older sister and my
older brother.
From a sexist point of view, one
would say that the indoor household
chores such as cleaning, cooking,
laundry, etc. are the woman’s
responsibility. The outdoor chores
such as mowing the lawn, making
the money, etc. are for the man. In
my house, everyone pulled his or her own weight.
My brother was the one who did the outside
household chores (besides earning the money),
mostly because my sister and I were too young
to do it, and my mom was working all the time. He
also cleaned, just like everyone else in the house.
My sister and I cleaned up after ourselves and

took care of the dog while my mother cleaned,
cooked, worked and had the tough job of being
a full-time mom.
Chores went the same way with most of my
friends’ families too. There were some cases
where my classmates would say: “Me and my
siblings and my mom do the chores
because my dad works.” I always
felt that was strange, but I also
had a different life than the other
kids so I didn’t think much of it. In
my family it did not matter what
gender you were, you had to
contribute just like everyone else.
At my dad’s I never saw a gender
bias either because he was a
Christina Chung single dad and did everything for
himself because he had to.
I cannot lie, I honestly do not know how to use
a lawn mower, or a weed whacker, or any other
outdoor appliance because there was never a
need for me to know that. It seems like a fairly
simple concept, pull the string to start the motor,
push it around the lawn, and it cuts the grass.
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If someone taught me how to use one, I would
become an expert lawn mower by the end of
the week. My mother’s husband moved in when
I was in ninth grade. He was slightly older and
I didn’t really like him. I especially didn’t like him
because he felt since he was “the man” he could
do whatever in the house and not clean up since
he took care of the outdoor chores. My pissed off,
teen angst-ridden, self did not appreciate that.
For the next couple of months he acted like
that, I spent most of my time in my room or out
of the house so I mostly just avoided it. This guy
would leave his stuff everywhere. Every night my
mother would make sure the kitchen was spotless;
she hated waking up to a messy environment.
One morning I was downstairs before her, her
husband had left for work already and what I
saw made my blood boil. There was granulated
sugar all over the counter top. Then there was
the sugar container, the top strewn off carelessly
to the side, left open. The coffee pot was halfway
off the burner making it not only messy but a
safety hazard. His spoon to mix the coffee was on
the counter in a pile of rogue sugar, turning the

sugar lumpy and brown because there was still
coffee all over the spoon when he put it down.
That night when he got home I confronted him
about it. I told him that in our house, we have
a certain way of doing things, and it’s been a
couple months so it’s inexcusable that you have
not gotten our way of living down yet. “It’s simple,”
I said, “clean up your mess. No ifs ands or buts
about it, clean it up.”
What he said next made me lose what little
respect I had left for him. He told me “it’s YOUR
job to clean, you’re a girl, I’m the man so I mow
the lawn and take care of the garden and the
outdoors and you clean.”
I then screamed at him, “You’re a pig!” I said,
“A nuisance to society if that’s the way your
mind works.” I yelled at him about how he was
a sexist douchebag and that I wasn’t cleaning
up his mess, and neither would anyone else in
the house. I said next time you leave your damn
coffee spoon on the counter I will hide it in your
pillowcase. Needless to say, he started cleaning
up after himself after our little confrontation.
-Kerianne Hermann

Throw Out All the Pink and Blue
You see it in every commercial, every movie,
and even every household. Gender stereotypes
are all around us and we do not realize that
the conditioning begins from birth. The second
we come home, mom and dad are choosing
between pink and blue. It is not hard to realize
why so many people just go along with these
stereotypes: from day one we are dressed like
our gender, given toys to fit our gender, and told
how to act our gender.
The one thing I cannot stand is when I watch a
parent tell a child he or she cannot do something
because of their gender. When a parent tells his
or her son that he cannot play with dolls, or when
they tell their daughter she cannot play football,
it is just reinforcing these views. Parents should not
try to shove their kids into these tiny little roles. If
your son loves the color pink, then embrace it; if
your daughter would rather get covered in mud
than play dress up, why should you care? It is
these gender roles that we shove them into that
constrict them and make them feel bad about
themselves. Boys feel they cannot be emotional
because their gender role calls for “manliness.”
Girls are constantly told their appearance is
where their value is not their mind, so there is little
wonder why so many develop eating disorders.
Parents should just let kids be kids and throw out

all the pink and blue.
When I was young my dad absolutely hated
Barbie, but the rest of my family got them for me,
so he came up with an interesting method. Every
time he saw me playing with them, he would hold
one up, point to her abdomen, and ask “where
are her organs?” Barbies are not how women
are supposed to look; my dad always worried
they would give me a bad body image. Either
way, I always ended up playing with my brother’s
actions figures and video games because they
were more fun, but that message always stuck
with me. Unfortunately, not many other girls had
fathers tell them that not all women are shaped
like plastic idols. Too many of them grow up
believing that they only matter if they can be
pretty like Barbie because then they too can
have the perfect boyfriend, lots of friends, and
their own dream house. My brother also ran
into trouble because he was “too sensitive,” just
because he wasn’t afraid to cry. Personally, I
believe it is a good quality of his and I know he
will never bottle up his emotion. It is the boys that
do who end up losing it when it gets to be too
much. If only parents could think of their children
as people, rather than boys or girls, sexism could
be a thing of the past.
-Emily Kalle
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All In a Day’s Work
I have always worked outside of the home full
The night, however, has only just begun for me.
time, and for many years, worked a second job It’ll be quite a while before I’m able to reach that
for supplemental income. I must admit, however, shower. I start a load of the very same laundry
that my first and most important job has always my husband tripped over en route back to his
been being a mother. Without question, parenting “man cave” and then get to the dirty dishes.
is hard work and there are no set hours. It is After cleaning up the kitchen and preparing his
in some ways a never-ending job, but it is the next day’s lunch, I quickly peruse the mail and
most rewarding occupation anyone could be so attend to outstanding bills. There is plenty more
fortunate to obtain. As if this weren’t enough work, to do as I struggle to prioritize; fortunately for
Moms and Dads also have the responsibility of me though, I have a bit of a secret weapon.
providing for their home and family as well as My sixteen year old still lives at home and is
all that that entails. Times have changed, and happy to lend a helping hand. When sexism rears
thankfully so. Gone are the days when the man its ugly head at 25 Royal Way I am confident
went out to work for the family and the woman in knowing that he’s been properly educated
was home, barefoot and pregnant, tending to the otherwise, courtesy of ME! I pride myself on the
house, which brings me to my current conundrum. value system I’ve raised my four boys with. They
I can’t help wondering how after putting in are all quite domesticated and equally kind and
a 12 hour workday, I’m
sensitive
because
I’m
not
really
sure
when
or
how
it
happened
continually
greeted
for a portion of their
by a list of additional because we’ve been together for 14 years lives I raised them
chores. Pulling in the now and I was always a relatively liberated as a single parent.
driveway right behind woman. Everyone does his or her fair share in During those years my
me is my husband, also our home with the exception of my husband. children saw firsthand
returning from “a long
how
difficult
life
day at the office.” Curiously, though, his evening can be and that a woman too can be strong,
agenda is far more enticing than mine is. He’s hardworking, and be the “bread winner”. As such,
headed for a nice hot shower, “the rain locker” I believe they have a greater respect for women
as he likes to call it. After donning his favorite and understand the importance of gender
comfy robe and well-worn slippers, he relaxes equality. Having said that, there’s somewhat of
in front of the television until I call him for supper an obvious disconnect happening in our home
(which I, of course, have prepared). To add insult now that I’m remarried.
to injury, although he made a career change,
I’m not really sure when or how it happened
my husband is a trained chef who happens to because we’ve been together for 14 years now
have graduated from one of the most prestigious and I was always a relatively liberated woman.
culinary schools in the country, and I might add Everyone does his or her fair share in our home
has
worked as a Sous Chef at two with the exception of my husband. He apparently
landmark restaurants in our is of the opinion that his fair share constitutes
county for 13 years! I catch none other than going out to work every day.
myself pondering… Is And heaven forbid there should be a chore he is
it wrong for me to take tasked with…case in point, the heated exhaust
exception to this fact? fan/light fixture that recently conked out in our
Upon finishing his meal, master bathroom. As it happens this occurred
he dutifully places on a weekend evening so my husband had no
his dish in the sink, choice but to attempt to repair and/or replace
and thanks me for it himself. In his typical and disgruntled cranky
cooking. Like clockwork fashion he proceeded to huff and puff, mumbling
he does an about face; under his breath as if someone in the household
his “tired aching bones” was actually to blame for the fan’s malfunction;
manage to return his big ole far worse was the wrath we had to endure for
full bellied self to the bedroom inconveniencing his highness and disrupting his
for more TV and perhaps a much needed and deserved “quiet time and
jumpstart on a little dreamy relaxation!” Everybody’s got to walk around on
shuteye!
eggshells because Dad’s “working” on something,
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at HOME of all places (imagine that)! I made the
mistake of asking him if he wanted soda or sweet
tea with his dinner and he about took my head
off as he snapped, “What do you need? I’m busy
right now; you know I don’t like to be bothered
when I’m working!” “Oh really,” I said, “Excuse me
Mr. Nasty Pants, but going with that premise, If I’m
to implement same, the silence around here ought
to be deafening seen as how I’m ALWAYS working!”
Someone forgot to tell him that I work a full
time regular job as well, not to mention I am also
a college student! Does he not think I’d like or
that I too deserve some “down time”? Could he
actually believe that I want to stand in front of
a hot stove while listening to my previous day’s
lecture through headphones (studying for an
upcoming exam) after working 12 hours? Is it the
money? He makes more, does that, in and of itself,
entitle him to carte blanche in the relaxation
department, but none, nada, zilch for me? As the
woman in the relationship, I am solely responsible
for the children, the home, and all the chores

that come with it regardless of whether or not I
have an actual paid profession? I’m still trying to
figure out when does my job end and his begin?
Although some may say it is partly my fault
or that I am an enabler; on the contrary, rest
assured, I am anything but! This is the source of
much discontent and power struggles amongst
us as well as the catalyst for many an argument
in our home.
It’s frustrating to me because I feel that aside
from being undeniably sexist, it undermines the
values I’ve instilled in my children. This mindset
that the man works, period, contradicts everything
I’ve ever taught them. I’m just so perplexed that
I’m almost surely convinced that aliens must’ve
absconded with the man I fell in love with.
Knowing where I’ve come from, not to mention
where’re I’ve been and how far I’ve come, there
could be no other explanation; how else could a
forward progressive woman like me end up with a
completely backwards thinking man such as he?
-Laura McComiskey

Fight for Feminism
When I think of feminism, I think of
in tiny tank tops and short-shorts who
strong women fighting for their right
serve them. This is a man’s dream
to be equal. I don’t understand why
come true to have beautiful girls
any women would accept being
waiting on them hand and foot.
treated unfairly because they are
Places like this just contribute to
female. Unfortunately, I feel many
the idea that this is the purpose
women contribute to the way women
that women serve. Danielle comes
are treated differently than men by
home from work everyday and
society. I see examples of women
talks about the men who harass
falling into the mold that society has
her, and all of their antics-created whether it is in the media
whether it be dropping things to
or everyday life. Even today,
make her bend over, or shouting
with the many things that women
provocative things as she walks
have accomplished, there is still
away. The men that go there have
an underlying view that women
zero respect for the girls that work
are here to serve men. May it
there, but the girls never stand
be physically, visually, or socially,
up for themselves. Danielle admits
Daniel Donato
many
women
that the nights
pursue this idea, The men that go there have zero respect for the girls that she shows more
that we are work there, but the girls never stand up for themselves. cleavage
she
more
just
creatures Danielle admits that the nights she shows more cleavage makes
money, and she
here for men to
she
makes
more
money,
and
she
has
no
problem
with
it.
has no problem
look at.
The best example I can think of for this is my with it. She walks out of the house with her best
boyfriend’s brother’s girlfriend, Danielle. Danielle push up bra on, and all the makeup in the world,
works at the local Hooters restaurant. She claims just so that she can be the perfect image for
Hooters is a “family restaurant” but really what it the men she serves. Once at the dinner table
is, is a place where old men stare at young girls she openly admitted that she would hate if they
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changed the uniforms to something less revealing,
because she knows she would make less money.
She is perfectly fine with being nothing but an
object to these men. I have brought this subject
up to her in the past, and asked her if it ever
bothered her being paid only to walk around
in skimpy clothes and bring food to tables. She
always laughs it off, but deep down I know it
bothers her.
Is parading around half naked in front of men
worth the money? Apparently to some, it is. This

acceptance that women are objects that can
prance around for the satisfaction of men needs
to change. From my point of view, it is places
like Hooters that send this message. By Danielle
staying at Hooters and letting men disrespect
her for money, she is not supporting women’s
equality. If women do not stick together and fight
for each other, things will never be equal. Women
have come too far for places like Hooters to still
degrade women into objects.

-Jennifer Morris

Everyday Injustice
Nearly every day, whether it is because of
someone’s personal views or just because of
how society makes us behave, women are
treated as if they are the weaker sex in
every sense of the word. It could be a
man explaining something to you that
you already knew, but just about every
day I am underestimated by at least
someone just because I am a woman.
At my old job at Panera, the application
even said that workers would have to
be able to lift up to 50lbs, but once
at the job I was rarely allowed.
Trying to move a rather heavy
box from an up high shelf I
would be stopped by my
male managers, never the
female ones, and receive
their offer to help me get
down the box because it
looked far too heavy for me.
They never once waited to see
if I actually could; they’d rather
just assume that I was a damsel in
distress that was going to hurt herself if
she tried doing a man’s job.
Even in classes such as Psychology you
will see the stereotypes in the lessons. When
someone says a man has done something in a
sentence the human brain is trained to do, then
the assumption is that all men, and only men can
do that as well, but when a sentence says that a
woman has done something the brain is trained
to assume a woman and a man can do it. I found
this infuriating. No matter what a woman does,
her male counterpart is able to also do, but when
it comes to manly things, it is assumed a woman
doesn’t have the ability. Whenever I tell someone
I can change my own oil or change my brakes
they act so surprised. I would bet all the money

I have that if a man said the same thing they
would never look twice because it is naturally
assumed that they can do all.
Even in my own house, I am assumed to
be the weaker sex. My father took my
brother outside at 11 and showed him
how to mow the lawn, while it took
my bothering him repeatedly until I
was 13 to get the same lesson. I
constantly have to ask him if he
would have the same rules for
me if I were a boy instead
of a girl. Unfortunately, the
fight for equal treatment
even has to extend into
my own home.
The sad fact is that some
women are to blame for this.
The women who say they are too
pretty to do these things or that
it is a “man’s job” are the ones
that allow them to push us down
a notch. That is why when my
friends make jokes about women
May Foreman being in the kitchen I tell them to knock
it off. Yes, it may be just a joke to them, but it also
spreads the idea that it’s okay to view women’s
equality as a joke. When women don’t try to be
better than their male counterparts are, they
are allowing the stereotypes to grow stronger.
As Timothy Leary said, “Women who seek to be
equal with men lack ambition” and he was right.
If we fail to try to better ourselves then I will
never be able to have a day where I do not
experience some kind of gender discrimination.
-Emily Kalle
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The Tally System
It’s a little bit hard to just choose one instance out as somewhat of a game and we tried not
or one small personal experience in my life that to get more than three “tallies” in a day. A few
was shaped and influenced by gender. In the weeks of reinforcing and reinforcing, and (minus
last year or two, my eyes have been opened to a mindless slip up here and there) we were
a ton of different things/problems in everyday cutting virtually all oppressive language out
life that have to do with oppression - not just of our vocabulary all together. Some people in
only within the realm of gender, but also race, our close group of friends were resistant to it at
sexual preference, etc - but I’ll stick to mostly first, but after a while of talking and explanation,
gender for the sake of this paper. The group of eventually people were catching on.
close friends I surround myself with (my band and
I do want to clarify on that a bit though - cutting
a few other people) have really gotten into/ oppressive language from your vocabulary is not
passionate about learning about all different cutting all “curse words” out of our vocabulary.
types of oppression, how to stop and prevent A lot of people seem to think that saying
ourselves from being part of the problem, and “fuck” or “shit” would get them a tally, and are
how to make others aware of what we’ve learned. surprised when they find out that actually words
It all started out because Matt’s sister (Matt is like “bitch” or “faggot” will get them one. For me
the drummer of the band I’m in) made us aware/ it was really easy to understand from the get
talked to us about privilege (white privilege, go. From a young age I didn’t understand why
male privilege) which is a concept we kind of certain words were “curse words” and why some
grasped relatively easily. She made us aware of these “curse words” were worse than others.
(and constantly reminds us) that in the system I did not understand for a second why saying
we live in, as straight, white, able bodied males “fuck” - a word that is oppressive/mean/harmful
in our late teens/early twenties opportunities are to no one, to no specified group of people and
easier to get and we were able to live more essentially harmless at the end of the day was
easily than for a woman or a person of a different worse than calling someone a “bitch” - which is
race. We understood
mean, demeaning and
and understand, and
downright sexist.
want to do all we can to
“The Tally System” was
put an end to the unfair
really just the start to
advantage we’ve got
learning more about
just because of gender/
oppression, its roots, and
color/etc.
trying to prevent it even
At the beginning of
further. Mary (Matt’s
learning about all of
sister) is 100% responsible
this, we started out small
behind
getting
us
and tried to eliminate
started and every day
all oppressive language
Theresa Weyer seems to have some kind
from our vocabularies. Anything sexist, racist, or of new piece of information to let us know about
anything like that, even in the name of humor we and how we can further better ourselves and
deemed as totally not cool. But 18+ years of fight against the patriarchy and the backwards
thinking sexist
society
we
jokes
were The group of close friends I surround myself with (my band live in. We’re
funny
and and a few other people) have really gotten into/passionate working
on
o p p r e s s i v e about learning about all different types of oppression, how getting better
l a n g u a g e to stop and prevent ourselves from being part of the problem, every
single
wasn’t
that
day and we are
and how to make others aware of what we’ve learned. learning and
big
of
a
deal is hard to reverse in just a few days. So, in have learned a ton since we started to do this.
order to keep check of ourselves we developed
It’s really changed a lot for me. I find comedy
something called “The Tally System.” Every time that stoops to sexism/racism/oppression of any
someone said something oppressive, we tallied kind is plain lazy and not as funny as something
that person (or ourselves) and reinforced why it more creative that doesn’t have to resort to
was bad and we shouldn’t be saying it. It started oppression for a cheap laugh and a quick
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buck. I find music that has sexism/slut shaming/
etc riddled in the lyrics to be a whole lot less
cool and also completely lazy and unoriginal.
And on top of that - the music that the band
I’m in is writing (lyrically of course) is very much
influenced by all of this stuff, and we very clearly
speak out against all kinds of oppression.
So I guess you could say one way that gender
has shaped/influenced myself is through Mary

and how much she’s taught us. Obviously I think
that being taught all of this stuff in general was
huge, but the fact that she is a woman and we’re
being taught/told this information from someone
who is living in this system and going through the
struggle of being female in this backwards system
our society has set up, is much more important
and a lot more meaningful than another white
dude explaining sexism/feminism/oppression
-Mike Monaco

Jazz Age Censorship: Mary Ware Dennett,
“The Sex Side of Life,” and Obscenity*
In 1915, Mary Ware Dennett – facing life as a
divorced parent of two young boys – created
an educational pamphlet aimed at teaching her
sons about sex. The result was The Sex Side of
Life: An Explanation for Young People.
Little did Dennett know that her pamphlet would
lead to a 1929 obscenity trial, widespread
public and press attention, and, ultimately, to
Dennett challenging decades-old laws that
cast birth control and birth control information
as illegal.
Dennett was no stranger to challenging the
status quo. She was active in the suffrage
movement, the birth control movement, and, later,
the peace movement. She was divorced at a
time before it was common. And she was vocal in
her opposition to the way the United States Post
Office practiced censorship in the first decades
of the 20th century (Craig 150). Dennett’s birth
control organization, the Voluntary Parenthood
League, was a rival to Margaret Sanger’s
American Birth Control League (until the two
merged in 1925). Sanger focused on allowing
granting physicians the right to prescribe
birth control; Dennett wanted birth control
information to circulate freely (Baker 112-114).

The Sex Side of Life

When the 24-page The Sex Side of Life was
published Dennett included an introduction for
elders that noted the information was detailed,
but that “we owe it to children to be specific
if we talk about the subject at all.” More than
anything her aim was to “frankly” discuss sex and
to address issues that were “avoided, partly from
embarrassment, but more, apparently, because
those who have undertaken to instruct the children
are not really clear in their own minds as to the
proper status of the sex relation,” (Dennett 3).
The pamphlet explained the importance of

sex for humans– emotionally, physically and in
terms of what teenagers felt and experienced
with their bodies. Dennett cast sexual feelings
as natural (Dennett 7). The Sex Side of Life
contained illustrations of the sex organs,
explained the purpose and function of the
organs, described human desire, and discussed
masturbation, sexually transmitted diseases, and
the emotional importance of sex (Dennett 8-16).

Plates from The Sex Side of Life

In the few years after Dennett penned The Sex
Side of Life, she loaned the pamphlet out to friends,
acquaintances, local health organizations, and
eventually published it in an issue of the Medical
Review of Reviews (1918). Later that year it
appeared again in The Modern School. Then,
the floodgates opened. Dennett received so
many requests that she reprinted the pamphlet
and sold it for 25 cents a copy, sending it via
mail to public health departments, organizations,
and to individuals both in the United States and
overseas (Craig 150).

The Obscenity Charge and Legal Fight

Dennett was involved with anti-censorship
movements in the first decades of the 20th
century, fighting for state law changes and
campaigning to remove contraception from the
federal Comstock Law (Chen 212).
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In 1922 the Postmaster General banned The Sex
Side of Life as an obscene publication. Dennett
was enraged and asked repeatedly that postal
authorities identify the specific reasons behind
the ban. They refused. Dennett believed that the
post office was targeting her because of her
outspoken critique of censorship practiced by
the agency. She saw the banning of her pamphlet
as revenge (Craig 149-151).
Despite the ban, Dennett kept sending The Sex
Side of Life via first class mail and eventually
enlisted the help of the American Civil Liberties
Union to help her test its legality in the courts.
Before a plan could be devised to get Dennett
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In 1922 the Postmaster General banned The
Sex Side of Life as an obscene publication.
Dennett was enraged and asked repeatedly
that postal authorities identify the specific
reasons behind the ban.
into the courtroom, she was indicted by the
Justice Department.
At issue in Dennett’s eventual trial was the
legality of the The Sex Side of Life under the
federal obscenity law, known as the Comstock
Law (1873). The Comstock Law followed a long
tradition of 19th century obscenity laws, but it
added birth control devices and birth control
information to what was considered obscene,
noting that any “article whatever, for the
prevention of conception” was illegal and could
be punished at the federal level (Comstock Law).`
Twenty-four states also passed “mini-Comstock
acts” that forbid the sale or distribution of birth
control and information (Tone 22-24)
Dennett’s hearing got underway in January
1929 with her attorney arguing that, “the day
has passed when it is necessary to argue the
necessity of sex education …” (New York Times,
January 22, 1929). Later, her attorney produced

a pamphlet offered by the New York State
Department of Health that covered the exact
same material as The Sex Side of Life (New York
Times, February 12, 1929). Nonetheless, Dennett
was held over for trial.
At trial, Dennett was convicted though she
remained defiant and told the press that she
would go to jail rather than pay a fine. The fallout
from the trial was swift: plans for a Mary Ware
Dennett Defense Committee were announced;
rivals, including Sanger, pledged their support;
and plans were made by the ACLU and a
committee of women to mail The Sex Side of Life
to President Hoover and every single U.S. Senator
and U.S. House member (The New York Times, May
14, 1929).
Dennett’s appeal reached the U.S. Court of
Appeals in January 1930 with her attorney
arguing her case was “vital” for the protection
of “constitutional liberties” and the U.S. attorney
calling The Sex Side of Life ”lewd and lascivious”
(Craig 156-157). After months of deliberation,
the court ruled in Dennett’s favor, but did so
based on her intent in writing the pamphlet –
not on the legality of the Comstock. The U.S.
government dropped the case.While Dennett’s
obscenity trial didn’t undo the Comstock Act,
it did spark hostility among Americans who
previously had little interest in birth control and
accurate birth control information (Craig 158159). And, it was the first step in providing a
new definition of obscenity. The Comstock Act’s
birth control device and information bans were
challenged in the next few years and gradually
chipped away. Still, contraception was illegal in
some states until the 1960s.
Dennett, never a fan of publicity, retreated
from the birth control and reproductive rights
movements. Instead, she spent the rest of her
life working full-time on the American peace
movement. She died in Massachusetts in 1947.

Notes:

-Sarah L. Grunder

*This essay is a condensed form of the lecture Professor Grunder, Asst. Professor, Department of History, delivered for
the Banned Books program at the college.
For more information on Mary Ware Dennett, birth control, and the sources cited in this article, please see: Jean H.
Baker, Margaret Sanger: A Life of Passion (New York: Hill and Wang, 2011); Constance M. Chen, “The Sex Side of
Life”: Mary Ware Dennett’s Pioneering Battle for Birth Control and Sex Education (New York: The New Press, 1996);
John M. Craig, “’The Sex Side of Life’: The Obscenity Case of Mary Ware Dennett,” Frontiers: A Journal of Women’s
Studies, Vol. 15, No. 3 (1995), pp. 145-166; Linda Gordon, Birth Control in America (New York: Penguin Books, 1976,
1990); Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, “Victoria Woodhull, Anthony Comstock, and Conflict over Sex in the United States in
the 1870s,” The Journal of American History, Vol. 87, No. 2 (Sept. 2000), pp. 403-434; Elaine Tyler May, America and the
Pill: A History of Promise, Peril, and Liberation (New York: Basic Books, 2010); and Andrea Tone, Devices and Desires:
A History of Contraceptives in America (New York: Hill and Wang, 2001). In addition, of course, Mary Ware Dennett,
Sex Side of Life: An Explanation for Young People (1919) is available for free online and is in the public domain.
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Extreme Music and Sexism
It’s pretty safe to say that extreme music is
something that is relatively male dominated. By
extreme music I mean music
along the lines of hardcore,
death metal and all of its
subgenres
(powerviolence,
crust, prog, deathcore, etc.) In
some instances it is more drastic
than others. The environment for
a lot of shows, when it comes
to some of the subgenres of
hardcore in particular, can
be very violent and in some
circumstances bands can come
off as sexist. Whether it be their
lyrical content, merchandising
or onstage banter, it can breed
somewhat of a sexist attitude
in the crowds/fans. For the
abundance of sexism and male
domination, there have been,
and still are, female-fronted,
predominately female, and all
female bands in genres like
powerviolence, punk, hardcore,
etc. While I could start from the
beginning and talk about older
bands like Bikini Kill, Pussy Riot, Kittie, and whatnot,
I’m going to choose to focus on more presently
relevant/more up and coming acts (Cerce and
Recreant in particular). I’m also going to talk
about the other side of the coin: present and
relevant sexism in extreme music today
Outside of message and merchandising, I want
to comment on the attitude and overall message
of a normal crowd of 15-30 year olds in a
hardcore crowd. The violence is to be expected
and while the pits are fairly male dominated,
once in a while you’ll find that not only guys, but
some girls too, mosh. They won’t get treated any
differently (good or bad) by everyone else who
is moshing, but for everyone who isn’t, it seems to
be one big joke. You’ll constantly hear people
(guys and girls) poking fun very loudly at the
fact that there is a girl moshing. People like to
call it a girl mosh, and I’ve heard in person and
seen people on the internet say stuff along the
lines of “girl mosh is the worst,” “why do girls even
mosh,” “nothing worse than girl mosh,” and the list
goes on and on. It really sucks, and whenever I
find a friend or acquaintance saying something
even teetering on the line of something like that I
always stop and sort of scold them for it. Moshing

is fine and making fun of moshing is fine too. But
if you’re going to do it, don’t make it gender
specific. Everyone looks funny
moshing.
The attitude that comes from
the audience is very influenced
by the message that the bands
they really dig give off. There
is a lot of sexism in lyrics
and merchandising when it
comes to bands in deathcore
(especially deathcore) and
hardcore. The excessive use of
the words “bitch” and “pussy” in
onstage banter from frontmen
is astounding. In an effort to
energize crowds you’ll hear
frontmen often saying things
along the lines of “Don’t be
a pussy” or “Don’t be a bitch”
in reference to moshing. Block
letter designs are a pretty big
thing in deathcore shirts, and
often you’ll see phrases on the
front or back that will use the
words “bitch,” “cunt,” or “pussy.”
Daniel Donato The worst I’ve personally seen is
a shirt that reads, “Get On Your Knees Bitch.” Lyrics
such as “You are a scum slut” or “I want to see
you cry bitch” (taken straight from Endworld and
Defiler songs Never Trust and Cryomancer) are
other examples of this endlessly sexist attitude
that some bands bring with their act. In terms
of lyrics, the worst I’ve personally seen are
from a band called Agitator. The
song Diseased reads:
“Just because your drinking
doesn’t mean that it’s ok
But with the shit that you call
morals I’m sure you’ll do
it anyway
So you’ll flirt with all the guys
and they’ll feed you bullshit lies
None of them give a shit
about you
You’re just another dumb slut for
them to fuck
But you don’t care you’ll keep trying
your luck
Drop your self-respect and open
your legs
Give it up to any man who begs
You’ll lose your ability to think
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When someone slips a pill in your drink
focus on a band from Florida called Recreant. We
Sit back and let it transpire
recently played a show on Long Island with them,
Give in to every desire
and outside of their music being unique/cool,
If you don’t have a disease, you’ll get one soon they had one of the coolest messages of any
It can happen to you, you aren’t immune
bands we’ve ever played with. Before I start the
Next time I hope the condom fucking breaks
story, they are also a female fronted band, their
Just one small rip is all it takes
frontwoman also plays violin. It is a weird mixture
Wake up the next morning with a head full of crust punk/folk that is actually something
of shame
really damn cool. Regardless, I’ll start from the
I hope you know you only have yourself to blame.” beginning of the story. This show was a few months
I don’t even have to explain why this is so bad. ago in a basement in Centereach. A few bands
They’re essentially blaming women for being played, and before my band (Cryptodira) and
date-raped and raped in general. It’s absolutely Recreant played the last two sets of the night,
despicable.
there was a solo
These kinds of There is a lot of sexism in lyrics and merchandising when acoustic player
things promote it comes to bands in deathcore (especially deathcore) and called
“Ice
and normalize hardcore. The excessive use of the words “bitch” and Cream Sandwich
sexism as well
Shithead.” Given
as
promote “pussy” in onstage banter from frontmen is astounding. the interesting
and keep rape culture alive.
name, we were all interested in seeing what he
On the more positive side of things, it seems like sounded like. He disclaimed before his set, “I aim
female fronted bands in subgenres are becoming to offend, if you’re not alright with lyrics involving
a very cool thing. I just recently got into (and saw) murder, rape, pedophilia, and all of that fun stuff,
a
female fronted powerviolence band out please leave.” Two of the guys in my band walked
of Massachusetts called Cerce. Aside out right off the bat, as well as a few people in
from lyrics that have to deal with sexism Recreant. One of the members of Recreant then
they actively stand out against it on the started screaming, “So you think rape is funny?
internet and through their merchandising. You think rape is a cool thing to talk about? Just
There is a pop punk band called Man like it’s some sort of sick game? Are you kidding
Overboard, who are on the rise and me?” The kid kind of got startled that someone
gaining a ton of popularity, that has objected to what he was doing and very quietly
a VERY popular shirt design out that answered the guy from Recreant with a nervous,
says, “Defend Pop Punk” plainly and “yes” and kept playing. At that point, I, and what
simply. Cerce made a mockup of seemed to be EVERYONE aside from 2 or 3
that shirt that reads, “Fuck Pop Punk, people who had come with him were still in there.
Defend Feminism.” Outside of just that, Recreant were actually on the verge of packing
they
put a picture of up and leaving until they saw that the entire show
the transgender had followed them up to the front yard because
woman
who we were all disgusted at what this kid was doing.
scored the music Because of that, they kind of gathered all 30
for A Clockwork Orange. or so of us up and suggested that if we all are
Outside of their message opposed to it, we should just tell him to leave. So
being awesome, their five or six of us went into the house and back
Nicole
music is also. into the basement to kick him out of the house
Patundi
Very different/ (peacefully, merely verbally telling him he had to
interesting for leave). After a bit of arguing on his part that his
a band playing freedom of speech was being violated, we told
powerviolence, and him that we also had the freedom of speech to
it has a ton to do tell him that what he was saying made him a
with the fact that they horrible person and that wanted him to leave.
have a frontwoman whose As he walked up the stairs shamefully, everyone
voice is awesome.
applauded. We went on to play an AWESOME set
There are other female fronted with tons of energy from us and the crowd, and
powerviolence bands out there like Recreant did as well. We addressed the crowd
Punch (very cool band), but I want to briefly about what happened before our set, and

“

“
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Recreant did so a bit more extensively. They had
two members speak about it, their guitarist and
vocalist/violinist, giving both a male and female
perspective of what happened and about rape
in general. The following day we spoke about it
on Facebook and said the following:
“We’re going to attempt to address what
happened last night at the show with Recreant
the best we can. After two very cook bands had
played, someone named Ice Cream Sandwich
Shithead (John Redcorn) a one man acoustic
act, starting playing/singing songs about rape
and pedophilia. He drove us out of the basement
and onto the front lawn where all 30 or so of
us there decided to kick him out mid set. It was
one of the coolest things we have ever been a
part of and our
faith in humanity
was restored for
the time being.
We addressed it
briefly before we
went on and then
played such a
cool set to such
an
absolutely
awesome crowd.
After us, Recreant
Daniel Donato addressed
the
situation a little more lengthily from both a male
and female perspective (which is awesome) and
went on to play one of the coolest sets we’ve seen
in a while, both in terms of music and message.
Recreant has inspired us to be more forward
and aggressive about what we believe in, what
we’ve always written about lyrically. We are an
anti-oppression band. With that being said, we
understand that we are four young, straight, ablebodied, white males. We are fighting oppression
and patriarchal society knowing full well that it

favors us. We’re not looking for a cookie or pat
on the back for it either, we’re fighting for what
is right. Rape is the worst thing in the world; the
most horrifying act one human being can do to
another. It is not something that should ever be
joked about, it is never funny. You don’t know who
could be in the room when you’re talking about
it and what kind of memories it could potentially
trigger for someone. We do not and will not stand
for it, and we are going to be more aggressive
about the way we address situations like it. That
goes for all things oppressive: sexism, racism,
homophobia, transphobia and all other forms
of it. Understand Privilege, Combat Oppression,
Smash the Patriarchy.”
It was, happily, received very well, shared a
ton of times, and was liked and viewed by more
people than any other status update we’ve made.
Being in a band, and one that a lot of people
from around Long Island seem to dig, helps a
lot in portraying and getting out a message
that does not approve of sexism (as well as all
sorts of oppression). We’ve called out people
on the internet as well as on stage/in person
for anything as far as using sexist or oppressive
language, joking about rape, making fun of “girl
mosh.” We portray an overall message of equality
and awareness about privilege. We’re currently
in the process of designing a shirt (that will be
ready for both tours we’re going on this summer)
that will read “Understand Privilege, Combat
Oppression, Smash the Patriarchy” on the outside
of a design that’s being drawn up for us right
now. We’re trying to be very proactive to do our
part in coming closer to end oppression within
extreme music, especially sexism. It really sucks
that people’s attitudes are where they’re at,
but here’s hoping that we’re slowly on our way
to change.
-Mike Monaco

“Based On A T.R.U. Story” by 2 Chainz: Album Review
Mainstream hip-hop today is filled with great
beats and catchy tunes that make it on the “hit
list”, especially if you are an artist like Jay-Z,
Kanye West, or Drake. However, each of these
artists would be nothing without drugs, sex and
alcohol - the most common themes in rap lyrics
today. It cannot be denied that these artists
degrade women. They refer to females as “bitches”
and “hoes.” They brag about how easy it is to
get them to do whatever they please, especially

if they are buying them something fancy just
because they can, and then it’s onto the next
one. One artist in particular who is fairly new to
the game and is, in my eyes, a perfect example
of how hip-hop/rap music degrades women is
Tauheed Epps or “2 Chainz, formerly known as
“Tity Boi”.
2 Chainz’s latest album, “Based On a T.R.U.
Story”, was released in August of 2012. The
album was a way to get to know 2 Chainz, a
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look into his past and how he got to where he what she should be looking at so he tells her to
is today. However, this album has nothing to do “look back at it.”
with 2 Chainz and his “true story.” I have listened
The song that puts the icing on the “birthday
to every track on the album, and not one verse
cake” would be his song “Birthday Song”
could tell me there’s anything more to 2 Chainz
featuring Kanye West. He and Kanye
than the fact that he can get any girl that
repeatedly say “All I want for my
crosses his path or that he has gold teeth.
birthday is a big booty hoe”. The
“His verses these days consist of bluemusic video for this song is
collar hip-hop cultural touch points
terribly degrading. There is a
(True Religion jeans, eating at
woman laid out on the table
Waffle House and Benihana,
covered in frosting, and the
a general lack of interest in
rest of the women in the video
the consumer choices made
barely get their faces shown.
on Watch the Throne) spit with
They focus more on their body
a few basic rhyme patterns.”
and the way that they dance
(www.pitchfork.com). 2 Chainz’s
and shake their behinds on
music certainly does not have
top of the men in the video. In
substance when it comes to lyrics.
a video from “The Black Youth
The only thing he has going for him
Project”, a few girls make a
is his catchy beats and enthusiasm.
video in response to “Birthday
2 Chainz album is filled with vulgar
Song”. They say things like “All
imagery of women. With lyrics like
I want for my birthday is to be
“She said she on her period, I said
able to be portrayed as a human
yuck. I called another bopper,
and a person in media, not as an
I beat it like a copper. Two
object”, “All I want for my birthday
big chains, one big chopper
is for people to stop supporting and
bitch” (from the song “Yuck!
dancing to, listening to, music that
featuring Lil Wayne), shows that
hurts our spirits and does not take into
he looks at women as nothing more
consideration the livelihood of black
than objects. He is talking about his
and brown children” (from a video on
gold chains and referring to a woman
www.blackyouthproject.com).
Luis
Coizo
as a “big chopper” in the same verse. To
They end the video by adding “We
him, women are something he “does” on a
believe in collective responsibility. But we are
daily basis. He rejected a woman because she
up against corporations that put profit before
was on her period, which meant she was useless our people”. That last quote hit me because it
to him. She could not give him what he initially is crazy how the media is willing to put things
wants from her, so
like that out there
he moved onto We believe in collective responsibility. But we are up just because it’s
someone else.
against corporations that put profit before our people what sells most.
All of the songs
It’s even worse
on the album make at least one degrading that it does sell the most. It is crazy that society
comment toward women. “Yuck!,” “Crack,” “Like has sacrificed feminism for the profit of these
Me” and “Im Diffrent” have the most explicit lyrics. artists. “After all, women of color being degraded,
I could not believe it when I heard him say, dehumanized and reduced to ASS — is nothing
“Bitch sit down, you got a bad atti’. Gave her new. We live in a world where black and brown
the wrong number and a bad addy. You ain’t women’s bodies have been exploited since
going nowhere like a bad navi. Ass so big, I told slavery” (www.faanmail.wordpress.com).
her look back at it” (from the song “Im Diffrent”).
The sad truth is that it is artists like 2 Chainz
These lyrics portray to me that he does not have who have the most power in the music industry,
respect for anything women have to say or what which only means more music degrading women
they think. If they give him a “bad attitude,” he will will be coming our way.
tell that girl to sit down because she does not
-Raquel Batista
deserve to be paid attention to. Saying that she
isn’t going anywhere shows how arrogant he is.
All she has going for her is her body and that’s

“
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One Girl’s Life Experience About Gender Inequality in
China: A Film Review for “Last Train Home”
Since 1978, full Chinese economic reform
has brought dramatic changes into ordinary
Chinese people’s lives, but at the same time it
has also created a social phenomenon of work’s
migration. The booming economy causes a great
developmental imbalance in China, and rural
laborers (generally farmers from west and
central China) travel long distances
(normally to big cities on the east
and south coasts) away
from their villages to
seek non-agricultural
jobs and escape
poverty. Based on
a survey in 2004,
there are 120
million migrating
workers in China;
if you counted
those
who
worked in their
own
province,
the total number
could be more
than 200 million.
Almost half of these
workers are women.
Most
of
the
worldwide Chinese
p o p u l a t i o n
celebrates
the
Chinese Lunar New Year,
or the Spring Festival, a
major traditional holiday.
It provides an opportunity
for millions of migrant
workers to seek the
comfort of home
and to reunite
with
their
family once a
year. And for
most of them,
the train is still
the quickest
and
most
economically
sound way to travel when compared to bus or air.
The powerful documentary “Last Train Home”
starts with a familiar scene for the Chinese New
Year these days: the massive numbers of stranded
passengers flood the lot in front of train stations,

waiting impatiently behind maze-like barriers.
Among these travelers are a couple named
Zhang Changhua (the husband) and Chen Suqin
(the wife). This couple has been taking the long
and hard journey home faithfully every year. The
film director, Lixin Fan, captures two New Year
trips for the Zhangs in the film.
They left their home in Huilong (a
small farm village in a Southwestern
province called Sichuan) sixteen
years ago. At that time, their
daughter, Qin, was only a year
old, and was left behind in the
care of her grandparents. Most
of these grandparents normally
have little to no education, so
they can only pay attention to
the children’s personal safety
and daily living. The kids’
schoolwork,
behavioral,
and emotional needs are
generally neglected. Still,
like so many of their fellow
migrant workers, the Zhangs
firmly believe the key for Qin
and their younger son to have
better lives is education. They
work hard and save every
penny to send home just to keep
the kids in school. Therefore, it is
understandable for them to repeat
a ritual every year: when they make the
long journey home, the first thing they
want to see are their children’s report
cards. When they see Qin is doing well
in school, they laugh with joy and
pride; when their son is not making
grades, they are very mad.
Qin was a good student a
few years ago, but at
one particular year,
the Zhangs were
having a hard time
financially.
They
were making less
money and having
Maggie Brown fewer
opportunities
to find jobs than city workers have, so there was
not enough money to pay for both children’s
tuitions. They decided it was better for their son
to continue education, and to let Qin stay home
to help her aging grandparents with housework
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and even work in the fields, despite her gender.
After this year passes Qin re-enters school, but
begins to have difficulty concentrating
on her coursework,
For Qin, now 17, this festival
is nothing but normal. She just
lost her grandfather and is
deeply resentful towards her
parents for leaving her and for
constantly favoring her brother.
Their repeated explanations of
“we have no choice” and “it
is for the family’s benefit” are
no longer good enough for
Qin. She does not want to hear
any more of their lectures about
staying in school, working hard
on school work, and getting better
grades. All she wants to do is
what her girlfriends did the
year before: go away to big
cities, make money, and gain
independence. I do not fault
Qin for being resentful towards
her parents, I see most of it as a
teenager being a teenager.
To add drama to their first trip
back to work, the Zhangs decide to
take their daughter to Guangdong (the
southern province where they find most of their
work) to find her a factory job, figuring that a
year of hard work would make Qin crawl back to
them and beg to return to school.
They wished to teach their daughter a lesson.
Like so many young girls without the proper
education or the right skills, they are joining in
as part of the migrant workforce at an early
age. They will have challenges ahead of them.
Like most of the female migrant workers, their job
opportunities are concentrated in sectors like
textiles, service, and housework. Without training,
all these girls can find are the lowest paid jobs,
which are not only long hours (an average of 14
hours a day, 29 days a month) but also in unsafe
working conditions. In order to save workers’ time

spent commuting, many of the owners rent out
dorm rooms across the street from the factories.
These rooms are designed as singles,
but normally several workmates must
share rooms.
In the film, Qin endures hard
working
hours
and
some
loneliness, but she enjoys the late
nightlife of the big city even
more. Right before the Chinese
New Year comes around, she
refuses to return home with her
parents, because she knows the
Zhangs would want her to return
to school. After a confrontation
with her father, the Zhangs (with
Qin) head home together for their
second holiday trip on film. After all
three make the journey back, the
tension between daughter and
father becomes violent. In the
end, Qin takes a lonely trip to
Shenzhen (a special economic
zone near Hong Kong) and
finds a job as a waitress in clubs.
She dreams of being one day fully
integrated
into a big metropolitan
Olivia
LaRocca area with stylish window displays,
shopping malls, and skyscrapers.
The powerful documentary is the work of
director Lixin Fan, who also shot and edited the
film. He uses the Zhang family tragedy as an
honest example of gender inequality suffered by
Qin. Mr. Fan won praise at the Sundance Film
Festival for “Last Train Home.”
Qin’s life experience in the film demonstrates
that we should pay more attention to those
young girls who lack equal rights in education,
and who are then led to underage work in harsh
conditions. Hopefully, more people will recognize
gender inequality in Chinese society today, and
make sure boys and girls have equal opportunity
and rights in education and employment.
-Na Wong
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The Hunger Games: Inspiring and Empowering a Generation
Since the first book’s release in 2006, The show how easily provoked and slow to trust she
Hunger Games trilogy has topped best-seller is. She does not openly express emotion, nor does
lists and is now being translated into four motion she take kindly to being subject to the Capitol’s
pictures. The books are from the mind of Suzanne insane standards of beauty—including intricate
Collins, who wished to blend a violent society makeup, excessive outfits, and numerous plastic
with reality television by drawing from the Roman surgeries. Katniss’s beauty stylists make a great
gladiators and the Greek myth of Theseus. Katniss fuss over shaving her legs, a clear parallel to
Everdeen is Collins’s modern-day Theseus,
our own society, where women are
who sacrifices herself in place of
intimidated into hairlessness by
her sister to the deadly Hunger
our own unrealistic conceptions
Games, and is later embroiled
of beauty. Katniss’s difficult
in a revolt against the evil
personality makes her a
Capitol. Besides gaining a
terrifically flawed character
place on most teenagers’
in the trilogy; she is
bookshelves, The Hunger
certainly
relatable
for
Games carries a larger
the young adult reader,
significance with it: Collins’s
avoiding yet another pitfall
books have become a
of storytelling, wherein the
medium for inspiration and
female character is either so
empowerment
for
young
perfect or so bland (or both)
adults, tackling gender, beauty,
that they hardly feel human.
poverty, and rebellion in a tidy
As the plot of the books
and exciting package.
proceeds, Katniss utilizes her instincts
Traditionally masculine and feminine
and cleverness to survive, both inside the
gender roles are applied to the opposite
Arena, where she uses her archery skills
characters within The Hunger Games. Dierdre Keen to fight through the Hunger Games, and
It may not be a strict black to white flip,
outside, where she must navigate the terrain
but rather, gender is unimportant in developing of a society on the brink of social collapse. Her
the personalities of Katniss and Peeta. Katniss’s personal development is also significant; Peeta,
intensely maternal attitude towards her younger who is at first a competitor to her, but later an
sister Prim (and later Rue, who reminds Katniss emotional anchor, constantly challenges her
of Prim, and serves as the series symbol of headstrong and reticent nature. Just as essential
innocence) carries through all three novels, to the subversion of gender roles within The
but she is never defined solely by this female Hunger Games are the feminine traits given to
role; within her household, Katniss is also the Peeta; while Katniss was forced to provide for her
primary provider of food and income. She hunts family, Peeta grew up in relative comfort, his family
for game in the forbidden woods that surround owns what seems to be the District’s only bakery.
District 12, using her hidden bow and arrow He is the lovable, emotive, and kind complement
to provide food for her family, and generates to Katniss’s survival-driven mind. His character is,
income by selling the excess on the black market. pun intended, doughy—he’s certainly strong, but
She is self-sufficient and has no hesitation about lacks Katniss’s survival instincts. He is more than
breaking Capitol law for her family’s survival. She once injured and in need of rescue, and much
effectively blends the expectation for a mother of the action of the third book centers around
to raise and emotionally care for children, singing Katniss rescuing him from the Capitol’s clutches—
Prim to sleep when she has bad dreams, with the he fills the “damsel in distress” trope. This is not
traditional role of the father to provide income to say that Peeta lacks agency, or is relegated
and food.
to the damsel in distress role exclusively (in fact,
Further distancing Katniss from the his and Katniss’s survival is often brokered by
expected female role is, as commented by the his amiable and masterful charm, particularly
other characters, her unlikeable attitude. During towards the Capitol audiences), but for once,
interviews, she is stiff and stubborn. Her early we have a “girl saves boy” story. Peeta ostensibly
interactions with Peeta and her mentor Haymitch represents hope, generosity, and self-sacrifice
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for Katniss, within an otherwise grim society with
morally complex and ambiguous characters.
The Hunger Games may be a modest
step, but allowing Katniss and Peeta to take on
characters not traditionally associated with their
genders makes way for those associations to
crumble altogether. The young adult novel has
a transformative power because the average
reader is at one of their most impressionable
stages. The “tomboy” girls and “girly” boys
(or at least, boys who fall short of the hypermasculinized idea of what a boy “should” be)
are enabled and empowered by The Hunger
Games. They can see themselves within Katniss,
Peeta, or both, and by relating, enjoy the story
more. They are sent the message that it’s okay
for girls to be athletic, strong, and stoic, and for
boys to be sensitive. On a large scale—which,
given the popularity of The Hunger Games, it
certainly hits—this allows gender barriers, roles,
and expectations to crumble, beginning with
young adult minds.
Young adult literature often takes place
in grim societies. Powerful political figures are
rarely looked upon with faith or confidence:
J.K. Rowling’s Cornelius Fudge is clumsy and
incompetent, failing to respond to the threat
of Lord Voldemort out of his cowardliness. The
Hunger Games features a cold and calculating
President Snow, who uses political intrigue,
manipulation, violence, and propaganda to fuel
the Capitol’s reign. Largely, these are stories of
social and political rebellion. The extravagantly
rich citizens of the Capitol are propped up only
by suffering, starvation, and manual labor of
the surrounding Districts in The Hunger Games. It
takes Katniss three books to find her place within
that rebellion; her instant fame and public sway
after the first book’s victory makes her a desirable
figurehead for both sides of the conflict, and she
is therefore pulled in both directions. Her primary
struggle in the third book is not losing herself and
her own values within the rebel’s goals. Collins’s
Panem is a clearly exaggerated dystopia, and
it’s not hard to see the inspiration: a society and
government systemized to maintain a disparate
gap between rich and poor, keeping each group
in their place.
In young adult novels’ central rebellion,
the reader is further empowered—but in order for
that empowerment to be fostered, there must be
a realization in the reader before, during, or after
the story. Reading The Hunger Games requires
the reader to draw parallels to our own society,
to realize that there is something cruel at work

in our social, political, and economic structures.
In this vein, the popularity of The Hunger Games
speaks not only to my generation’s social
consciousness, but also to a desire to actively
respond to these issues. Adolescents are drawn
to these stories, which are more than just good
triumphing over evil; they are about protecting
others, about finding oneself and one’s place
amongst others, about having a healthy distrust
of those in power, about fighting for fair and equal
standings within society and government. Young
adult
novels will also address
issues
like gender, beauty,
sexuality,
poverty,
w a r,
love, and

identity. When
Elizabeth Garbowski
you examine the
literature they’re flocking towards, it’s hard to not
be optimistic about this generation’s social and
political potential. We’re a generation inspired by
the Katniss Everdeens, the Harry Potters, the Luke
Skywalkers, of literature, movies, and television;
we’re ready, and well-prepared, to fight for our
voice, our equality, and the rights of all. We’ve
been awakened to the need for change and
action, and we’re itching to get started.
-Cassie Carl
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The Need to Be Thin
Most 10-year-old girls would be jealous of
a girl who got to wear makeup to school or
the one with sparkly school supplies. I, on the
other hand, was envious of the girl who ate
the mouth-watering, hot ham and cheese, rice
pudding, and soft chewy chocolate chip cookie,
then washed it down with an ice cold Sunny D,
and was okay with it. Around
the age
of 10 began what became a
lifelong obsession: an undying
need to be thin.
I wanted so badly to be as small
as the other girls in my 4th grade class
and my gymnastics class. I wanted my
stomach to be flat like Brittney Spears
and my arms toned like Sporty Spice. I
wanted long and beautiful long hair like Reese
Witherspoon’s in Legally Blonde. Instead, I was
chubby with this short, ugly, brown-colored hair.
I was taller and felt freakishly large compared
to everyone else. I cried to my mother, asking
her why God had to make me this way. I
would diet in the attempt to achieve an
image of something so unattainable for my
natural body size and shape. I couldn’t
quite understand how it was possible to
be thin and not analyze every morsel of
food you consumed. Something as simple as
going out to eat with my family became
an extremely stressful event for me as
a young girl. At the time, I didn’t know
where to attribute this obsession, but I
felt cursed. All I wanted was to be thin
and perfect.
As I grew older, my obsession
continued to haunt my every thought.
It became stronger and harder to
fight. At around 13, I regrettably
joined cheerleading with a few of my
girlfriends. The girls on the team were
Sarah
intolerably cruel and jealous. So much Rosenberg
emphasis was placed on the way we looked and
presented ourselves. Most of the girls on the
team were extremely petite and slim due to their
dance and tumbling backgrounds. Seeing these
girls every day made my desire to look like they
did uncontrollable.
I turned to magazines and the Internet for
solutions. I religiously researched extreme diets
and remedies to lose that extra 20 pounds
that was making my life miserable. The Victoria
Secret catalog, Cosmopolitan, and Glamour
exposed me to the images of these beyond

perfect, size zero models I longed to look like.
While investigating online, I became extremely
fascinated with reading about young girls with
stories similar to mine. This was where I learned to
detail about Bulimia Nervosa. I had heard of this
illness before, but never knew much about it, and
definitely never thought about doing it myself.
I decided to take a new, positive, no-cheating
approach to this weight loss. Make it more about
being healthy, fit, and bettering myself overall.
I began exercising and eating right. I
followed a strict workout regime and
ate all the necessities to obtaining
the perfect body. After a couple
months of diet and exercise, I
achieved my goal weight, but I
wasn’t satisfied. Why did I not look
like these women and peers of
mine after all this hard work and
dedication? I grew frustrated
and depressed, knowing I would
never be happy with the way
I look. I no longer wanted to
diet or exercise, but rather,
curl up into a ball and cry. My
mind was succumbing to this
obsession. I had given in.
With my emotions compromised, I was no
longer thinking rationally. All these pressures
were overwhelming and my brain collapsed.
This began what is most likely one of the
darkest journeys I will ever have to travel. I
became ill. I felt so much pressure as a young girl
to be perfect for so many years; I couldn’t bear
it any longer. I was extremely sick and didn’t care
Now, as a 20-year-old young woman, I continue
to fight this disease with all arms bared. I see
a full recovery for myself in the near future. The
pressures on young girls today are outrageously
high. The images of women projected to young
audiences represent an extremely low percentage
of the population. We girls, however, being so
young and easily influenced, perceive this as
reality. Whether it is through the media, or one’s
peers, it is so easy to fall under the spell of the
never successful, always disappointing, quest for
perfection.
-Samantha Troyano
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Body Image
Media messages have always created pressure
on women to look a certain way, but recently I
have been noticing it a lot more than usual. Since
I am a personal trainer, I have many experiences
that have been influenced by gender and have
affected my view of society. One experience that
truly touched my heart took place this year with
my one client who is 18 years old. After listening
to her story, I was able to relate and realized
that I love being a personal trainer for exactly
this reason. I love helping others overcome
internal issues that I can relate to.
During elementary and middle school, I
was always unhappy with my body. I was
overweight and constantly judged
myself because I wanted to be skinny
like the other girls in my class or
the models and actresses I
saw in the media. I have
been a dancer my entire
life, so I was used to
being judged by
how I looked. The
thing was, ballerinas
and dancers always
have skinny and amazing
bodies. Finally, in high school,
I was able to start working
out more in a gym and ate a lot
healthier. Before I knew it, I looked
like a different person. It took a lot of
hard work and dedication but I knew
what I wanted and achieved my goal. I was
tired of being made fun of and not being
able to look the way I wanted in certain
clothing. In high school I was very interested
in the body, nutrition, and learning how to stay
healthy. Once I graduated high school, I went to
Suffolk County Community College and enrolled
into the Fitness Specialist program. Now, I am
graduating this semester with my Associates in
Fitness Specialist and then I am going to school
for acupuncture and holistic medicine. Although
I went through some personal problems that truly
affected me as a kid, I realized it made me a
very passionate, motivated, and compassionate
personal trainer. I can relate to all my clients who
are unhappy with their bodies and I am always
eager to help them accomplish their goals.
This year, I had one client named Nicole. When
I first met her, she was extremely overweight and
very depressed. My first thought was to just talk
to her and understand why she was feeling like

this. At first she did not want to talk to me or
open up. Instead, I opened up and explained
to her my personal story and how I got into the
fitness world. Once she realized I could relate to
her and was not judging her, she finally opened
up. She told me a secret about her life that she
said nobody else knew. Nicole explained to
me how for years other classmates had bullied
her both emotionally and physically. In order to
cope with her depression, she began to overeat
and to cut herself. I had no idea that she was
actually harming herself. We started working
out together four times a week. I was not
only her personal trainer, but I was her
friend as well. To make a long story
short, she has now lost 15 pounds
and is continuing to shed weight.
Nicole needed more than a
personal trainer: she needed
someone to believe in her and
love her for who she is. I am
happy to say that I was
able to be that person
for her. The biggest
accomplishment
is
that she no longer
cuts herself and has
been eating healthy
foods! She now has
confidence in herself
and believes she is
able to accomplish
her goals. It is an honor
to work with her and it is
the best feeling to help
someone. She is a beautiful
and amazing woman who
just needed a helping hand.
Women
are
constantly
Ada Leonard
judged and criticized for how
they look on the outside and it causes many
to become depressed. It makes me sick to my
stomach when I see beautiful women become their
own worst enemy and start to lose all confidence
because of how others judge them. Every woman
is beautiful, inside and out.
-Marina Cortese
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Sexism in Hockey
As of late, I’ve been thinking about sexism in remember thinking about at the time was: my old
sports, in particular, professional sports. I’ve got coaches probably have never seen her play.
no clue where I stand on it, just a lot of different
As far as a professional level of things, I’ve never
thoughts floating through my head. I’ve been thought too much about sexism in pro hockey
playing hockey (ice and roller) for 15 years now. until very recently. I feel (and hope) the trash talk
I’ve been watching since the day I was
(or “chirping,” as hockey players call it)
born (it was literally on in the hospital
has evolved past calling opposing
room). I’ve been on skates since I
players “pussies.” It’s more or less
was 4 and I’ve been playing on
the fact that the NHL is 100%
a team since I was 5. I’ve missed
male. The only time a female
work, major school assignments,
player had ever played in
and gotten out of important
the NHL was a goalie by the
events and gatherings both
name of Manon Rhéaume,
to play and watch hockey. I’m
who played preseason games
straight up addicted.
for the Tampa Bay Lightning
The environment I learned
in 1992 and 1993. Clearly
to play in was riddled with
there is no rule about women
sexism, no doubt about it. By
not being able to play in the
the age of 8 or 9 the only word
NHL, it’s just that teams and
you were hearing on the ice from
scouts don’t really take them into
the opposing team was “pussy,”
consideration I suppose.
regardless of whether you scored, got
When talking about it with other
scored on, hit someone, got hit yourself,
friends they of course pointed out that
Dierdre Keen
you were called a pussy. Not much variation
women had their own professional sports
either, that was the go-to word. I’ve never really leagues. I feel like that’s good and good, but
been one for trash talk ever, so for the most part I don’t think that young hockey players should
I stay pretty quiet when playing, regardless of limit themselves on the basis of their gender. I
what anyone else says to me. With that being think that if you’re good enough, you should be
said, frustration can get the best of you, and playing in the NHL. There’s no doubt in my mind
I’ve thrown around some offensive words too. As that it is the best and most competitive league
I grew older, I kind of subconsciously stopped for hockey (and sports in my opinion) in the
using that word and moved on to much more entire world. Every hockey player wants their shot
creative (and non-oppressive) insults, like scrub. at a Stanley Cup. I’d like to see women playing
Gordie Howe (hockey legend) had it pretty right consistently in the NHL at some point in my life. I
when he said, “All hockey players are bilingual. think it would be cool. I think there are already
They know English and profanity,” although not all female players that could compete at that level.
hockey players know how to speak English, but I hope someday they do.
I digress. It wasn’t just the players, either. More
Hockey will always be one of the biggest things
than half of my coaches equated bad play with in my life, forever. There are very few things I
being female. It’s not something you ever really enjoy more. I think it’s the greatest and hardest
thought about, you just played.
sport in the world and just one of the coolest
When I was around 15, for the first time in my things ever. As Brandon Shanahan once said,
life there was a girl on my team. I had played “You need to have the strength and power of a
against girls before then, but had never played football player, the stamina of a marathon runner,
with one. The locker room dynamic was a little and the concentration of a brain surgeon. But
different. She always seemed to show up already we need to put all this together while moving
halfway dressed, only really having to put on her at high speeds on a cold and slippery surface
skates and helmet. As far as her play on the ice while five other guys use clubs to try and kill us,
goes, she was ridiculous—very physical, a serious oh yeah, did I mention that this whole time we’re
and talented player. She could hit, made good standing on blades 1/8 of an inch thick?” Hockey
decisions with the puck, scored goals, etc. She is near perfect, I just think a little gender diversity
was better than most players on the team and would be cool.
even in the league. The only thing I could really
-Mike Monaco
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Homosexuality in Sports
It has been a couple days since professional
NBA player, Jason Collins, has announced that he
is homosexual. This announcement makes Collins
the first actively playing professional sports
athlete to come out publicly. This announcement
also comes at a time where homosexuality is
publicly becoming more accepted and there is
a big push for equal rights and the right for
same sex marriages. Currently nine states in the
U.S, legally allow same sex marriage, and eleven
countries worldwide have legalized same sex
marriage throughout their country. So at a time
that has made such strides toward equal rights
and acceptance of homosexuality, one might
find it surprising to learn that among all of the
actively playing professional sports players there
is only one homosexual? Statistically, this is most
likely not the case, however, due to the “macho”
nature of professional sports, it has created an
environment that breeds homophobia.
Due to this homophobia felt in the locker rooms,
many players have waited until retirement to
reveal their long kept secret, or even more sadly,
retired because the secret of being homosexual
was too much to bear, and rejection from the

Ryan Jackson

Although professional sports may breed
homophobia, perhaps the individuals of this
country will resist the temptation to discriminate
and the culture of the sport will begin to change.
Since the coming out of Jason Collins, there has
been support from fellow professional athletes.
Jason Kidd, a point guard for the New York
Knicks, and former teammate of Collins stated,
“I think it shouldn’t be a problem, you just have
to go watch Jackie Robinson and what he went
through as a player and I think everyone will be
fine with it.”
Minorities, women, and homosexuals have fought
for equal rights for so long, and for so many in this
country. Although the struggle continues, and still
there is inequality and discrimination, we continue
to push ahead and create a more accepting
and non-judgmental world for all. The culture
of homophobia and sports needs to change.
We as human beings should feel comfortable to
express who we are and still engage in sports if
that is what our hearts so desire. The courage
of Jason Collins, in being the first to speak out as
a professional, I feel will begin this change. Also
as a parent, if my child decides to participate in
organized sports, I will make sure the atmosphere
of the team is an open and nonjudgmental one.

“

“

being such a big part of the locker room, and
religious teachings being so far behind the times,
where homosexuality is viewed as a sin, I would
find it hard to imagine a football player on such
a team feeling comfortable expressing his own
homosexuality.

Due to this homophobia felt in the
locker rooms, many players have waited
until retirement to reveal their long
kept secret, or even more sadly, retired
because the secret of being homosexual
was too much to bear, and rejection from
the sports world was an inevitable truth.

sports world was an inevitable truth. This is the
story of soccer player Robbie Rogers. Rogers
was a 25 year old professional soccer player
who won a MLS cup in 2008 and made three
appearances at the Beijing Olympics. Rogers’s
career was cut short when he decided that
being honest and coming out meant more to him
than this career. He knew he couldn’t have both
and chose retirement.
In many football locker rooms across the United
States, Christianity is a big part of the sport.
Prayer is incorporated into practice and huddles.
This is most definitely true of Tulsa University.
“Prayer is an everyday staple of the TU football
routine… A culture of Christianity is fostered by
head coach Bill Blankenship.” With Christianity

-Tiffany Bacigalupo
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A Dying Breed
From the age of 15 I have worked in the service
industry. I have been employed at a number
of restaurants, in a number of capacities.
I have worked as a dishwasher, a busser,
a bartender, a server, a manager, and so
on. Although the menus and venues may
change, one thing has always remained
the same: the vulgarity of the kitchen staff.
Most people who work in the
kitchens of restaurants in
northwest Montana are
twenty-something,
white
males,
who
have
little or no
respect when
dealing with women.
The
majority
of them smoke weed, drink
massive amounts of booze, usually hard liquor,
and dabble in cocaine use. Their use of crude
language would make the hardest criminals
blush and they tend to say whatever they feel
like, regardless of how offensive their comments
may be.
In one particular establishment I worked at,
starting at the age of 18, the kitchen staff was
made up of eight to ten males fitting the previous
description. I would go to work and be subjected
to unbelievable questions, such as “when’s the
last time you sucked a dick?” or “so, do you like
anal?” I would walk into the kitchen and could
feel 16 sets of eyes looking me up and down as
if I were some piece of fresh meat. It made my
skin crawl.
In the beginning, I often commented back or
told them to go to hell, but that seemed to just
encourage the behavior and they seemed to
like that, so I tried to refrain from giving them
such satisfaction and just ignored them. However,
I was raised that one does not let people treat
them like that, period. It was hard for me to not
comment back and allow them to talk to me
in such a way. I tried talking with the kitchen
manager about the situation, but he seemed to
be more immature and degrading than the rest
of them. I was certainly not the only person who
was subjected to the vulgarity displayed by the
kitchen crew, but I seemed to be one of the only
people who did not think that was a necessary
part of my job and felt it needed to stop. The
manager of the restaurant was a forty-five year
old female who seemed to enjoy the sexual
comments they said to her, perhaps it made her
feel like she was still young and attractive. I tried
approaching her, but it went in one ear and out

the other. She told to me to just brush off their
comments, they did not mean any harm by what
they said.
Eventually
I was pissed off enough to
go to the
owner, who was somewhat
unapproachable,
but
I had hit my limit of
nonsense and wanted
to make that clear to
everyone. His initial
response was to
play it off like
he had no
idea things
like
that
Kathryn Denton
were
ha ppening
in his r e s t a u r a n t ;
h o w e v e r,
I
saw
right through it and
called him on it. He said
“Are you certain that
is what they said? Did you hear them wrong?” I
responded with “I’m not stupid or deaf. I know
what they said and I know what they meant by
it.” We argued about the proper course of action
for the better part of an afternoon until he came
to the realization that I was not going to let it
go.
The end result of the conversation with him was
he either put an end to the disrespect from the
kitchen or I would seek legal advice and make
the next few years of his life miserable. I also made
it perfectly clear that if he fired me for speaking
up that it would end ugly for him as I would
indeed consult a lawyer. I was not some meek
little girl who he could brush off, I meant what I
said and I would not tolerate this shit any longer.
When I mentioned a lawyer, I saw him squirm in his
seat. He knew then that I meant business and he
was going to have to do something to quiet the
kitchen staff.
Some may ask, “why not just quit?” And I say
to them, I come from a small town and ten years
ago, this particular restaurant was one of a few
that a person could make a descent amount of
money waiting tables. I had bills to pay and did
not want to have to work two jobs to make the
same amount of money I could make there, so in
a sense, I had no choice but to deal with it.
Although I am certain they continued to talk
about me behind my back, I do have to say that
the kitchen staff was more civil to me after the
conversation. I highly doubt he threatened to
fire them, but I do think he probably threatened
the kitchen manager in some fashion to get his
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crew in line. The reason I think this is that after I
went to the owner, the kitchen manager stopped
talking to me altogether, which was a blessing
really, that was one less asshole I had to deal with.
My confusion around the situation is why this
behavior is tolerated at all. If my brother would
have ever treated a female like that, my father
would have come unglued. Are the parents of
these young men absent? Were they not taught
respect for your fellow human? It is mind blowing
to me that people can treat others this way
and worse even. There were no gentlemen who

worked at that restaurant. And, for that matter,
the generation of gentlemen seems to have
come and gone. With the exception of few men,
my husband being an example of one, men are
no longer conscious of how they behave in the
presence of others, especially women. Years ago,
men never swore or said vulgar statements in a
lady’s presence. Today, they do not care who
hears them and I believe most of them prefer
for women to hear them in hopes they will get a
reaction. Gentlemen seem to be a dying breed.
-Laura Owen

My ‘North County’
In 1990’s Southern Africa, performing the same
types of jobs as men was taboo for women,
therefore, women had to work twice as hard as
their male counterparts to fit in and be accepted
at any company. I had just completed my
Cambridge High School Diploma and had
passed with flying colors, and it was time
for me to choose a career path. I chose
to pursue Mechanical Engineering,
which was male dominated at
the time. My family, initially had
trouble accepting my choice
as they feared I would be
ridiculed in our culture and
society. They tried to convince me
to pursue nursing or teaching or as
they put it ‘a more feminine job’ that
was acceptable for a respectable
young woman. I was stubborn and
defiant hence I proceeded to enroll
at a prestigious Polytechnic Institute,
where I finally pursued my desired major
which was Mechanical Engineering, and
later became a precision Fitter/Machinist.
While in school, the male students tried
to intimidate me but I was headstrong
in achieving my desired goal, but,
during my internship at a government
facility, the men I worked with, initially
looked down on me, and ignored
me as if I didn’t exist. They would
use inappropriate and obscene
language in my presence, and I
would take leave of their company.
Whenever I left such a scene, some
of the men would start laughing Emily Eritokou
and groaning loudly, or call me a coward who
wanted to do a man’s job but could not handle
it. They would shout saying, “You need to go
home to have babies and wash dishes this is no

place for a woman”. For a while I put up with their
offensive and hostile remarks, even though I felt
as if I was being undressed, especially with the
verbal abuse I was subjected to. One day, while
I worked and operated on a Lathe machine, one
of the men tried to touch and slap my buttocks,
and that really ticked me off, and I
stormed out of the workshop. I went to
my boss’ office, while crying I told him
I wanted to quit but he demanded
the reason for my distress. I realized
then that I had to speak up
instead of giving those men any
satisfaction, therefore I explained
and discussed the conduct of my
workmates with him. Fortunately
for me, my boss was quite
understanding and empathetic
with my predicament, hence
he apologized and assured
me that he would set them
straight. A week later, after that
conversation, there was a sudden
change in the men’s attitudes
and behaviors towards me. They
were friendlier and kind, and life
in that once hostile environment
improved for the better, thereon.
Upon completion of my internship,
I landed a Fitter/Machinist job at
a phosphate mining company, in a
small town. I precision-machined car
starter bushes, motor engine cylinders
and crankshafts. Within months I was
supervising a group of much older men
while fixing underground borehole pumps.
They readily indicated to me that they did
not appreciate having a ‘young woman’ such as
myself, giving them orders. They did not respect
me or take me seriously at all, hence I had to
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prove to them now and again on how effective
my education was, despite being a woman, in
assisting them to perform their jobs successfully.
It took time, but gradually they began to
appreciate my presence as the only woman in
that field in the whole company, or at least they
appeared to.
My story, “my north country”, reminded me
of a movie that I watched once, and it was
called North Country, starring Charlize Theron
and Woody Harrelson. The movie chronicled
the landmark sexual harassment lawsuit, Jenson
v. Eveleth Taconite Co., that was filed in 1988
on behalf of Lois Jenson and other female mine
workers. The women had been subjected to
insults, inappropriate touching, and physical
intimidation at a mine in northern Minnesota. In the

movie, Josey Aimes (played by Charlize Theron),
experienced constant accusations of adultery,
and when she told her boss about having her
life threatened on an 100 foot platform, and
constant sexual aggression, he responded by
saying, “Be a man about it.” She then found out
that other women were also constant targets of
intimidation, ridicule, and aggression in the mines.
I am just glad that today the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has effective
legal tactics and actions to hold companies
accountable. Harassment of women in any
nature and environment inevitably destroys their
self-esteem. It causes women to suffer humiliation
and degradation which is irreparable.
-Siliviya Johnson

Deserving
During my time in the military, I can honestly say
that I have seen quite a few gender biased related
issues, from young recruits being passed over
because they were not friends with the right people
to seeing people put in charge of soldiers when they
couldn’t even take care of themselves. I guess one of
the few things I hated about the service was nobody
seemed to be treated fairly. That went for female
soldiers especially. I would always hear the old timers
saying “women don’t belong in the military,” and “only
men should be fighting in wars.” I have three younger
sisters, one of whom is a police officer, and the other
is a teacher. They have very tough and grueling jobs,
yet they are some of the strongest people I know
While I was in the military, I met hundreds and
hundreds of people from all over the country both
male and female. I have fought on both sides of the
line with either. I can honestly say that there is no
difference when it comes to fighting a war, because
you are fighting for your country and fighting for
your life. I have been deployed to both Iraq and
Afghanistan; both places I am glad to say I don’t
have to see again. During one of my tours, I was put
in charge of a reserve unit that was helping my unit
out by filling up our ranks. There were two females
that I will always remember and still on occasion talk
to. These young soldiers were always volunteering to
go out on patrols but were always denied because
they were females.
We were in the country for about 8 months before
they were told that they would be able to head
out with us on patrol. The reason command finally
let them go was because we were short on people.

I was happy to have them along because, first of
all, they were great shots, and second of all, they
listened intently during training.
Some
of
the guys were hesitant
but it wasn’t their call.
Our first four hours
on patrol were quiet
which is a wonderful
thing and you hope
that the rest of the
patrol will go as
smoothly. But that
never happens when it
comes to war. I am unable
to give details about time and
place but we came under fire
from a small group of insurgents.
We were able to take cover behind
a rock formation and began returning
fire. It
was an intense fight but when all was said a n d
done the firing had stopped. We were a bit banged
up, cut and bruised but we were all ok.
Now during the battle I would continue to scan
the battlefield to make sure everyone was OK. The
two female soldiers never once flinched, never once
stopped fighting. In one day they earned the honor
and respect from all those skeptics that said they
shouldn’t be allowed on patrols. It was an honor and
privilege to have served with them. So whenever I
hear some new recruits saying something stupid like
“women don’t belong here fighting” I tell them this
story and then I make them drop and give me 100
push-ups.
-Anonymous
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I Ain’t Taking Orders From You
My sister has always been someone I look up
to. She is my role model. She has been through
everything - a rough childhood, miscarriages,
military training, Iraq, nursing school, and is now
an RN in a burn unit witnessing things I am not
sure I would be able to handle. I was 13 when my
sister was deployed to Iraq. There aren’t words
to describe the affliction I endured. I wanted my
sister to be there for me as I entered my last year
of middle school and first year of high school.
She was going to be gone a whole year, and my
adolescent mind could not grasp the stretch of
time that she wouldn’t be with me. Just watching
my mother in her despair watching News 12
everyday, searching for any news on the soldiers
in Iraq, made my stomach turn daily. Thankfully,
my sister was able to arrive home early because
she ended up pregnant by her boyfriend, who
happened to be a lower rank than her in the
army at the time. My sister was a sergeant.
Unfortunately, she ended up having her first
miscarriage. When she arrived home she
was in complete shock, especially when
she came home to a “Welcome Home”
party my mom had arranged
for her arrival. She ran
upstairs and didn’t talk
to anyone. I thought my
sister hated us all and
I was so happy when I
was finally able to
talk to her.
She told me about
her
experiences
in Iraq. What
stood

rank would not have had to worry about this as
much, especially within his own platoon. It took a
lot out of my sister to respond to the remarks and
stereotypes. But she had to stand her ground.
Her male lieutenants were older than her and
that was already enough to make them not want
to listen to her.
One day she woke up with no eyebrows. She
found out that one of the soldiers had snuck in
to shave them off in her sleep. I personally never
understood why someone would choose that
type of humiliation, but it definitely was a drastic
change in her face. Her facial expressions would
never be the same. I feel like it takes away from
one’s character to not have eyebrows. It takes
so much away from the shape of one’s face. My
sister was angry, but she was strong facing the
giggles that bounced through the platoon. She
was humiliated and it only furthered the amount
of dishonorable attitudes she received.
As a male sergeant, my sister would have faced
less encounters of disrespect. Male sergeants
didn’t need to be much older than their lieutenants
to receive respect. In fact, their age probably
wouldn’t even be something to consider when
they were talking to you. They would give an
order and that was the end of the story. Lord be
with the person who let out a giggle or a smirk.
My sister’s experience in Iraq and in the army in
general would have gone a lot smoother had she
been male. People fail to see the rank, and see
only gender. Knowing that she was female
was no threat nor did it hold authority
to those who were of a lower rank. I am
glad my sister is the woman that she is
because they would have torn her apart if
she wasn’t. Being a woman in the army did not
discourage her, but made her stronger.
-Raquel Batista

Kathryn Denton

out to me was
the
amount
of
disrespect she got for being a
young female sergeant who had to
give orders to her lieutenants. She told
me that most of the men would say to her, “Who
are you to tell me what to do? I ain’t taking
orders from some little Spanish bitch”. She had to
hide her relationship with her boyfriend in order
for them both not to be disdained by everyone.
It would have brought her even more problems. A
male sergeant sleeping with a female of a lower
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How has the women’s movement effected your life?
Some may think that a middle-class male, with a military background, working in a
predominantly male field might be rather apathetic to the women’s movement. For me, this
is not the case. With the passage of laws that promote workplace equality and with
legislation working to provide affordable childcare, health care and education for children
I am less stressed about being the sole “bread-winner”. Equality in the workplace, and equal
opportunity affords my wife a chance of obtaining a decent career. This means I will be able
to spend less time at the office and more time with my family, hopefully creating a more equal
and constructive home environment for our children. Furthermore, I can rest assured that my
wife and or daughter will be better protected from discrimination and harassment in school
and in the workplace. -Bradley Greaves
As a result of the progress made by the women’s movement I can receive a college
education. When I am not in class I can drive to work in the car that was financed in my
name based on my credit worthiness. I will perform the duties required of my employment and
continue to fight for the same salary as my equal male counterpart. I am free to make choices
concerning my future and the direction of my country; as I head to the polls for political
elections, I am confident that my vote will count. I can choose the man I want to marry and
con divorce and remarry if I choose. I can determine whether or not to start a family and have
resources available to me to either aid or prevent the occurrence. The feminist movement
has made considerable strides, but, undoubtedly it is still a work in progress. Nonetheless, the
liberation of woman has unequivocally shaped my life. Still, subconsciously I hear the voices
of “sisters” before me as I ponder chores that await me exclusively when my husband and I
return home from a long hard day at work!” -Laura McComiskey
The women’s movement has directly affected my life by giving me the freedom to make my
own choices and have the same rights as any man. If not for the women’s movement I would
not be able to pursue a career, vote, or go to school to further my education. I realize how
hard women worked before me so that I would be able to enjoy these freedoms, and just
this year as I took my three year old daughter with me to vote for a president, I made sure
I explained to her how at one time we would not have been able to do so. I don’t think she
understood what I was talking about, but I do feel as a mother it’s my duty to educate my
daughter on the women’s movement and encourage her to exercise all of her rights. -Tiffany
Bacigalupo
As a result of the women’s movement I have been able to attend college and try to improve
my life as a single female. I was married and divorced. I vote and earn as much as my male
co-workers. I did experience being shunned by a former employer when I was asked to train
several people to see who would become my group leader. I had already shown that I had
the knowledge; I fix my co-workers problems with their machines and trained...just as a group
leader would do and yet, they would not give me the position. I trained several men, yes only
men, for the position and none of them passed. I then went to school for my CNA and quit
the job because of sexism, telling them there was obviously no room for advancement there
for me. That was the push I needed I guess and now I am back in college doing my pre-reqs
for the Nursing program. -Melissa Nabinger
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In what ways do you feel contemporary notions of
masculinity are or are not changing?
Society’s views on masculinity are slowly but constantly evolving. In the 1950’s it was
unheard of for a man to stay at home and take care of the house and kids while the woman
was out working, but now many households work that way. Some stereotypes still remain as a
woman in power giving orders can be viewed as a “bitch” while a man would be considered
a great leader. Stereotypes like this will fade when women bosses become more common, or
perhaps when we see a female president. -Jake Murphy
I don’t think contemporary notions of masculinity are changing all that much. I still think
there is the aspect being promoted that boys should be these tough guys that don’t cry
and that they like sports and stuff like that. I do think it has changed in the way that more
women are in the workforce and that there are some men that stay home or their wives make
more money than they do. -Cassandra Heinlein
I believe that contemporary notions as well as our culture’s views on masculinity and
femininity have not changed much. I grew up in a very conservative African family, where I
was not allowed to date or be seen with any boy who was not family or closely related to me.
I Otherwise, the lady would be deemed a ‘slut’ or a ‘loose’ woman. Prior to my visits to Africa,
family always warned me to wear dresses, skirts and sarongs when going to
my hometown (appropriate attire for a woman). To this day those values
are still evident in the way my brothers and sister are bringing up their
children in Australia and England, or what I still experience whenever
I visit Africa. For instance, men get waited upon by women , and are
treated like “kings,” whereas women are expected to cook, clean for
the family, and pick after them. In spite of that, both women and men
are now bread-winners. -Siliviya Jackson
The days of the husband being the sole provider while the wife
stay’s home are long gone. When I left the military in 2009 our daughter
was just born. My wife had a good job up here in N.Y. So when I moved
back up for good I became a stay-at-home dad. For three years I stayed
home and watched my little girl grow up. Nothing made me happier than
being able to raise her. During that time I also became a pretty damn
good cook. She is four now and in day care while both my wife and I
work. But for those three years my wife was the sole provider. .It will
still take more time for everyone to be ok with both men and
women being seen as equals, but I hope one day we all
will see eye to eye. -Anthony Sanchez
Kate Reboli
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When did you experience your first
understanding of racism?
Growing up my parents taught me that everyone should be treated equally no matter their
color, race, or gender. I grew up around such a variety of different people that greeting
people and socializing came naturally. I enjoyed meeting new people and learning about
their background, where they were from, just anything basically. So when I joined the military
back in 2001 I was ready to meet all types of people. My father was a marine and said that
he met some very strange people and saw some strange things but it was their custom to do
the things they did and they were free to follow their traditions. He also said take a little bit
of everyone you meet and you will become a very well rounded individual. So that’s what I
did when I went into the Army, I kept a very open mind.
When I arrived at Ft. Benning, Georgia, I was very nervous and did not know what to
expect. I guess we were all nervous and wondered who was going where and who was in
our platoon. We were eventually placed into our platoons and for the next three months
these were your brothers--men that you would shed blood with, men who would stand up for
you at any given time. I will be the first to admit in the beginning it was definitely hard to
understand some people. There were many people who wanted to lead and no one wanted
to listen half the time. After a month of having our bodies put to the limit of muscle failure
everyday till we got it right, we learned that if we had one leader and we all did what we
were supposed to we would be ok.
As I said I met men that were basically new to the states, men whose first language was
not English, men of color but we all knew what we were in for so we worked together even
though we could tell there was definitely some racism going on. One guy in particular was
not very fond of men of color. He was from South Dakota and just seemed not to want to do
anything with anyone of color. After about our second month we were out doing some field
training exercises when Mr. South Dakota was teamed up with an individual of color. He was
not happy at all about the situation but he had to go along with it. In Georgia, in July it is
extremely hot so you have to take things in stride so as not to over burden your body. Well
Dakota decided he was a big man and didn’t need a break. While in the field doing recon
he ended up passing out from heat stroke. The only one there was his battle buddy who he
did not want to be with, in the first place. His battle buddy scared and shaken up picked up
this man who was easily 70 pounds heavier and carried him a half mile back to our area of
operations to get treated.
When he came through and found out what had happened I think he realized how ignorant
and dumb he had acted. He repeatedly thanked his battle buddy and definitely had a new
outlook on life. When we graduated a few of us decided to go to a bar about 15 miles
away in a small town. When we got to the bar all we were set on doing was having a good
time and hanging out. When we entered we immediately were being stared at. We walked up
to the bar and asked for drinks and were told right to our faces that we would be treated
but the man of color (in a nicer way of saying it) had to leave. We were completely taken
back by this statement thinking she was kidding but then she pointed to a sign and yes, it
said “we will not serve colors”. In my head all I’m thinking about is that it’s 2002 and there
are still areas like this in the U.S. I could not imagine such ignorance especially when it came
to men who would put their life on the line for his country but couldn’t get a drink at some
hole in the wall bar.
What happened next was an amazing sight. Mr. South Dakota and his new outlook on life
decided to say what I was thinking. Two months ago this guy was the same as the person from
behind the bar. He was standing up to these racist people and telling them what his battle
buddy had done for him and how he was just like them. He showed pride for the man he had
become and was not afraid to show it. We had to leave the bar because they did not want
to hear it. But we were proud to call this changed man our brother. The point to my story is
that everyone should be given a chance. We don’t know what kind of background he/she
is coming from; we don’t know a single thing about someone unless we learn about them.
Everyone must be given a chance regardless of race, color, or gender. -Anthony Sanchez
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Letters to the Editor on the 2013 Issue of Lilith
“I like how Lilith is written by everyday people and students and that it has a wide array of
topics. People from all different backgrounds can relate to the stories that are being told
in Lilith. The stories are very upfront and real… I feel Lilith is a great magazine for college
students.” -Anthony Mayers Jr.
“The magazine Lilith does a great service to the students of Suffolk County Community
College. The magazine’s compilation and synchronization of artwork, stories, and poems
is both realistic and enlightening… Overall the magazine is thought-provoking, inventive,
insightful, and honest; above all else, it tells a story so rarely spoken.” -Erica Matz
“The story “Gender Bias at Chili’s” helped me understand that going out to eat in a restaurant
isn’t always what it seems… I think these Lilith magazines are a great addition to the Suffolk
Community campus. They talk about problems and issues in everyday life regarding family,
work, and social life and how people deal with them. The essays help people cope with their
issues and help them realize that they are not alone in their struggles, and if the authors of
these stories can move past them, they can too…. -Matt Mattera
“The 2013 edition of the Suffolk County Community College feminist magazine Lilith is a
wonderful compilation of heartfelt student essays. One article in particular caught my eye,
‘Women in Wrestling’ by Frank Williams, about his experience wrestling a girl on an opposing
team… The article spoke to me because I was involved in many co-ed sports and although
the boys on the team showed their discomfort at first, they eventually forgot they were
playing against women and enjoyed the sport. -Rebecca Teeple
“I love the design of the cover on the 2013 issue of Lilith. Along with the cover, the artwork
throughout this marvelous collection of work is also great… -Amanda Anemone
“Loving the new edition Lilith 2013! I found myself ensconced and before I knew it, I had
read 8 stories! I found “The Shape of My Gender” by Christiane Molina very captivating.
When she wrote of “shaving down her head, hitting Old Navy and wiping out the men’s
clearance rack, and going on with her life”, I actually felt like applauding. I also enjoyed “My
Girl” by Lauren Dahlstrom. Kudos to her for not letting her family or society dictate that her
little girl has to be all foo foo, pretty in pink! Girls like superheroes too and it’s great that
her first one was Spiderman! She writes that she wants her daughter Dahlia to be “a strong
minded girl that does not follow and who need only lead herself”. If only society could grasp
this ever important fundamental that gender shouldn’t be taught, expected, or learned, but
discovered, developed, and embraced, I believe the world would be a happier place!”
–Laura McComiskey
“My exposure to Lilith, and not particularly to one issue, has been a breath of fresh air, and
an eye opener that I am not the only one who has suffered the emotional consequences of
all the isms of this world. Sharing and portraying our experiences through ‘Lilith stories’ is quite
uplifting and empowering. Some of the stories have really touched my heart and helped me
heal emotionally; after all, scars take time to heal when hurting so much. Lilith a welcome
outlet!! And a special thanks to my Gender & The Humanities class.” –Siliviya Jackson
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Helpful Phone Numbers
Abuse
Brighter Tomorrow’s (shelter) 395.1800

Employment

Suffolk County Coalition Against Domestic Violence

Suffolk County Department of Labor 853.6600

666.8833

Hotlines

Retreat: Domestic Vitttolence Services 329.2200

Gay & Lesbian Switchboard of Long Island

To Report Child Abuse 1.800.342.3720

665.2300

Victim’s Information Bureau Of Suffolk 360.3606

(weekdays 7pm-10pm)

Child Development/Care

National Runway Safeline 1.800.786.2929

Association for the Help of Retarded Children

Responses Crisis Hotline 751.7500

585.0100

Long Island Association for Aids Care 385.2451

Child Care Council of Suffolk Inc. 462.0303

Legal

Cornell Cooperative Extension Parenting Resources

Nassau-Suffolk Law Services (Civil Law) 232.2400

727.7850

Legal Referral Service

Counseling Service/Mental Health

Suffolk County Bar Association 234.5577

Alternatives/East End Counseling Project 283.4440

Spanish Speaking Information

Family Counseling Services (Hamptons) 288.1954

SIDA1.800.233.7432

Family Service League (Huntington) 427.3700
FEGS L.I. Call Center 516.496.7550

Women’s Centers

Smithtown Ministries 763.4800

Brookhaven Office of Women’s Services Helpline

Pederson-Krag Mental Center 920.8000

698.2074

YMCA Family Services

Dress for Success-Brookhaven 451.9127

(Bayshore) 665.1173 (Ronkonkoma) 580.7777

Suffolk County Women’s Services (Hauppauge)
853.8284

Drug/Alcohol

Women’s Center of Huntington 549.0485

Alcoholics Anonymous 654.1150
Alternatives Counseling 369.1200

Youth Service

Phoenix House 1.800.DRUG.HELP

Babylon Youth Bureau 422.7660

Catholic Charities Mental Health Services 654.1919

Big Brothers/Big Sisters 273.1469

Suffolk County Division of Alcohol and Substance

Brookhaven Youth Bureau (Farmingville) 451.8011

Abuse 853.8500

Smithtown Youth Bureau 360.7595
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